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Abstract
An application capable of reading graphically-encoded information is beneficial to
blind or visually impaired students. Such a system needs to recognize and under-
stand visual markings and their arrangement as presented in a diagram image. In
that light, this thesis examines the practical possibility of a real world system for
the automatic recognition and interpretation of machine-printed Finite State Au-
tomata diagrams. The suggested system uses known image processing and pattern
recognition methods to extract the visual markings from the diagram image pixels.
A second stage, to interpret the meaning of the diagram, is based on modeling the
language of Finite State Automata diagrams using Constraint Multiset Grammars.
Our results show that a practical application for automatic interpretation of Finite
State Automata diagrams is possible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Long before there was written language, there were depictions, of myriad varieties
.... Some of these depictions probably had religious significance, but many were used
to communicate, to keep track of events in time, to note ownership and transactions
of ownership, to map places, and to record songs and sayings ...” [147].
Diagrammatic notations in printed and electronic media are a major part of
academic instructional materials. However, access to the information contained in
diagrammatic constructs remains a challenge to blind and visually impaired (BVI)
students. For BVI students, access to diagrams is typically provided by reproduc-
ing images as tactile copies. This approach has many disadvantages, such as the
fact that tactile graphics are larger than the original graphics, often flowing into
multiple sheets; BVI students require additional skills to read tactile diagrams; and
the cost of and time required to reproduce graphics in tactile form are prohibitive.
Consequently, the automatic recognition and analysis of visual content by machines
offer another avenue to explore. However, graphics recognition technology is yet to
reach the maturity of text recognition or screen reader technology. While optical
character recognition (OCR) research successfully led to the development of sev-
eral free and commercial applications, graphics recognition research still has many
unsolved problems.
The automated processing of diagrams of any type is challenging, because dia-
grams are terse, concise and compact in composition, non-linear in formation, and
are more heterogeneous than written communication. If a picture is worth a thou-
sand words, it may mean that over a thousand words of verbal communication is
embedded in a single image. How the inherent meanings can be correctly extracted
from a printed diagram in the presence of noise, ambiguity, and possible structural
imperfections from the original document, is therefore quite challenging. Further-
more, the diagram recognition and understanding field is yet to have a standard
model for creating recognition systems [94].
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
It has been noted [14] that diagram recognition and interpretation is an ambi-
tious undertaking, and may well be unachievable given the nature and diversity of
diagrams. Diagram types differ structurally, the rules (syntax) of their composi-
tion differ, and the meanings (semantics) of the composition also differ. However,
focusing recognition efforts on a specific notation offers a more realistic but still
challenging goal. Such approaches led to the development of specialized systems
which can understand and play music from OCR of sheet music [125], the automatic
recognition of chemical formulae [111], and systems that produce computer aided
design (CAD) drawings from paper drawings [46, 150]. Similarly, chart recognition
and understanding has been examined [78], and UML diagrams recognition [83] has
also been undertaken.
In this work, we investigate a practical automated procedure for the recogni-
tion of Computer Science diagrams, with the objective of interpreting the visual
representations depicted in them. Our interest is in graph-like structures. Graphs
are widely used in Computer Science texts and present a notable challenge for BVI
students [24]. We concentrate on Finite State Automata (FSA) diagrams; a dialect
of graphs but with additional visual and semantic elements. FSA diagrams embed
all their semantic characteristics in simple visual structures made up of lines, cir-
cles, and text. Our goal is the automatic extraction of the syntax and semantics
captured in these diagrams. This operation is an essential step preliminary to the
automatic representation of the diagram to a BVI student.
Our research question, then, is to investigate the practical possibility of a real
world automated system for the recognition and interpretation of FSA diagrams
for BVI users.
In the next chapter, diagram recognition is explored, followed by a review of
some existing attempts at interpreting diagrams, and the image processing and
pattern recognition techniques used in diagram recognition. Chapter 3 examines the
visual structure of FSA diagrams and describes our diagram structure recognition
stage. The use of formal languages in the description of visual forms is examined in
Chapter 4, thus establishing the foundation for the diagram interpretation stage.
The next stage of the interpretation system applies domain specific knowledge
about FSA diagrams to parse the diagram and extract semantic elements. Chapter
5 describes our approach to syntax specification and parsing of FSA diagrams. In
Chapter 6, the experiments performed and the results obtained are reviewed. We
conclude in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Literature survey on image
processing techniques and diagram
recognition
“... it is necessary, while formulating the problems of which in our further advance
we are to find the solutions, to call into council the views of those of our predeces-
sors who have declared any opinion on this subject, in order that we may profit by
whatever is sound in their suggestions and avoid their errors.” - Aristotle, as cited
in [11].
There are several types of diagrams. In this thesis we consider scientific dia-
grams, in particular diagrams from the field of Computer Science. Diagrams in
Computer Science are quite often concerned with the depiction of interactions and
interrelationships between entities. As such, they can mostly be classified as graph
diagrams consisting of nodes and edges.
The process of automatic recognition of diagrams in printed documents is re-
ferred to as diagram recognition. Diagram recognition is a part of document image
analysis research and a major research theme in the graphics recognition sub-area
of document processing [86]. Graphics recognition deals with the analysis of non-
text constituents of a printed page [86], including lines, symbols, line diagrams,
logos, and info-graphics.
The computer analysis of a diagram image to extract semantics conveyed in the
diagram is a multiphase and multi-strategy process involving different algorithms,
methods, techniques, and approaches ([143] lists a number of ‘stable, robust, and
off-the-shelf’ techniques for some common processes required in graphics recogni-
tion). The analysis of diagram information from images draws techniques from
various fields including image processing and analysis, pattern recognition, formal
language theory, and artificial intelligence.
This chapter examines the analysis of diagrams, starting from a printed machine-
3
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drawn diagram. Oﬄine recognition differs from the recognition of sketched dia-
grams (usually referred to as online recognition [43]). Throughout the chapter,
we point out the applicability of a number of analysis techniques to that of FSA
diagram analysis.
2.1 Basic image processing concepts and
techniques used in graphics recognition
Since diagram recognition is a complex and multifaceted process, several approaches
have been adopted for the different tasks involved in solving the problem. The fun-
damental approaches used for the manipulation of a raw diagram image are mostly
based on image processing and pattern recognition. Using the image in Figure 2.1
as a running example, the various standard operations, techniques, methods and
tools used in the image analysis are introduced in this section.
Figure 2.1: FSA diagram (original diagram from [138]).
2.1.1 Image acquisition and digitization
Digitization of a printed image is typically carried out using a 2D-input device
such as a flatbed scanner. Camera hardware could also be used, provided uniform
lighting exposure of the object can be obtained. Key issues at this stage include
ensuring a good quality scanned image from the original print document, and using
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a decent resolution above 200dpi to ensure details from the line drawing are not
lost due to a low-resolution scan.
Scanning at higher resolutions, such as 600dpi, increases image size. The direct
impact of this on a graphics recognition system is that more pixels need to be
processed than if the scan was acquired at a lower resolution. Since most of the
additional pixels are simply redundant, additional overhead in terms of processing
is introduced. However, the skeletonization process (mentioned in later sections)
will ultimately reduce the image to the barest foreground representation.
The possibility of missing some part of an image is higher in drawings with
thin lines. On the other hand, artifacts from scanning from a paper medium could
also appear in the digital image, thereby constituting noise. Just as human sight
functions better in clear environments, a cleaner image may yield better results
at the lower levels of the recognition system that deals with the manipulation of
pixels.
Images may be scanned in colour, greyscale, or black and white. For FSA
diagrams, we assume that images are scanned in greyscale. Greyscale images can
easily be converted to black and white images (also called binary images) (see
Section 2.1.5 for more detail). Our system converts the scanned FSA diagram to a
binary image for further processing.
2.1.2 Raster representation
Digitization divides an image into a fine rectangular grid. Each cell on the grid is
called a pixel (picture element) and each pixel contains the light intensity value(s)
for that point of the image [86]; as well as alpha in some graphics systems and
RGB (red, green, blue) values in systems based on the RGB model. The coordinate
system for the display and manipulation of such raster images starts at the upper
top left of the grid. In image processing and analysis these pixels can be compared,
distinguished, grouped or removed in order to obtain the information depicted in
an image. Figure 2.2 shows the standard pixel coordinate scheme.
2.1.3 Pixel neighbourhood
In raster images, analysis is carried out by examining pixel values and pixel pat-
terns. For a particular pixel, the surrounding pixels touching it form its neighbour-
hood. The neighbourhood could be considered to be made up of a group of four
pixels as illustrated in Figure 2.3a or eight pixels as illustrated in Figure 2.3b [135].
The 4-connected neighbourhood of a pixel location (x, y) can be defined as the set
of pixels {(x+1, y), (x−1, y), (x, y+1), (x, y−1)}. The 8-connected neighbourhood
is the set of pixels {(x+ i, y+ j)|−1 ≤ i, j ≤ 1}, except for the case i = j = 0 [56].
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Figure 2.2: The pixel coordinates around a pixel p at location (x,y).
(a) The 4-connected neighbourhood
of pixel p.
(b) The 8-connected neighbourhood
of pixel p.
Figure 2.3: Connectedness of a pixel p.
2.1.4 Mathematical morphology
Morphology concerns shapes. Image morphology applies special mathematical set
operations on images. With the application of morphological operations, a new
image is obtained. The new image results from either removing pixels from, or
adding pixels to, the original image. The structuring element used in morphological
operations is designed to analyse pixels of the original image. It is a relatively small
image containing values used for analysing pixel environments in another image,
and determines how the area under consideration in the target image should be
affected by a morphological operation. The structuring element is moved across
the image to be processed, visiting each pixel in turn. The structuring element
represents a shape, has an arbitrary structure, and could be any size [135]. Common
shapes for structuring elements are rectangle, square, diamond, and circle.
The morphological approach is a natural option in analysis relating to shape or
form [72]. While morphological operations are usually used as part of the image
analysis workflow, the techniques are versatile with some entire recognition systems,
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such as MUSER [114], built mainly on mathematical morphology.
Basic morphological operations include erosion, dilation, opening, and closing.
Erosion removes unwanted pixels from the image, and it is often used in discon-
necting bridge points formed by the unexpected linking of connected components
or removing certain parts of an image (for example, see Figure 2.4). Erosion re-
duces the size of an image region. Dilation on the other hand reinforces structures
in an image; it fills gaps in regions and thereby expands structures in the image
(for example, see Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.4: Erosion of an FSA diagram using a 5 × 5 circle structuring element.
The dots are arrowheads of directed lines in the original image.
Opening involves carrying out a process of erosion and thereafter a dilation
process. The operation gets rid of small portions of regions which may have ex-
tended into the background. The result of opening is that boundaries are smoothed,
narrow isthmuses (links between larger areas) broken, and small noise regions elim-
inated [86].
Closing reverses the order by carrying out dilation and then following with an
erosion operation. It results in closing up of the tiny gaps and holes in a region
and eliminating ‘bays’ along the boundary [135].
Thinning (skeletonization), a more advanced morphological operation, is of im-
portance in the analysis of document images and in character recognition. The
skeletonization process is further discussed in Section 2.1.8.
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Figure 2.5: Dilation of an FSA diagram using a 3× 3 structuring element.
2.1.5 Noise and noise reduction
Noise is unwanted signals inadvertently introduced into a digitized image. Noise-
free images are an exception in image processing, and therefore several image pro-
cessing techniques and algorithms for noise reduction exist. While noise could
sometimes be invisible to the human eye, it is always present in images. The pres-
ence of noise is a potential complication in image analysis processes as noise pixels
may end up being taken as valid information to be recognized, or valid image pixels
eliminated as noise patterns. The FSA diagram in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 shows noise
as grey smudges in the circles and around some arcs.
One class of noise in images is salt and pepper noise, which manifests as isolated
regions of foreground pixels or background pixels. It also appears as rough edges
of graphic components, as can be observed in Figure 2.7. The filling process is a
technique for handling this type of noise, and involves covering the errant region
with the pattern of surrounding pixels.
If the noise area covers multiple pixels, the O’Gorman kFill algorithm described
in [86] could be used to eliminate the noise. Morphological operations (described
in Section 2.1.4) are also used to remove noise pixels [86].
In our application, thresholding (the conversion from greyscale pixels to single
bit black or white based on a predefined threshold) removed a large percentage of
the noise found in poor diagram images (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Since global
thresholding is a cheap operation computationally, we found this to be preferable
to other noise reduction techniques. Furthermore, combining thresholding with size
filtering produced suitable images for subsequent analysis, as the example image in
Figure 2.10 shows.
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Figure 2.6: The noise-affected FSA diagram image before thresholding.
Figure 2.7: A segment of the noise-affected diagram image before thresholding.
Signal enhancement is a technique used in restoring missing parts of the infor-
mation in a document image. Although it is similar to noise reduction, it uses
domain knowledge to reconstruct missing parts of the image [86].
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Figure 2.8: Diagram image in Figure 2.6 after thresholding.
Figure 2.9: Zoomed segment of the noise-affected diagram image after thresholding.
2.1.6 Image segmentation
The human visual system has the ability to easily identify different objects and
parts of an image or a scene. The variations among object features in an image,
highlighted by their visual attributes such as colour, size, and orientation, are key
to arriving at a decision about the different objects that constitute the image.
Diagrams communicate by varying the arrangement of a distinct and recognizable
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Figure 2.10: The FSA diagram after thresholding and thinning processes.
set of visual and non-visual elements [134].
In graphics recognition, algorithms are needed to assist in identifying objects
of interest and for recognizing patterns and the different sub-images in the image.
This is important since not much meaning can be directly extracted from a diagram
image with all elements fused into a single connected component. The partitioning
of an image into homogeneous regions is known as segmentation, and is usually
application-based.
Segmentation occurs on two levels in document processing. Documents contain-
ing both text and graphics are first segmented to separate the text, and the graph-
ics into different layers. A subsequent segmentation process then breaks down the
graphics part of the document into individual components [86]. The type of segmen-
tation required is determined by the particular application, and the type of graphics.
From the various document analysis systems described in [46, 47, 96, 130, 131], it is
observed that map documents require different segmentation to architectural draw-
ings, technical drawings, and comics; within map images, different map types have
differing segmentation needs too. In FSA diagram recognition, text-graphics seg-
mentation and symbol segmentation is required. Segmentation is discussed further
in later sections.
2.1.7 Vectorization
Although raster images contain light intensity values only, it is possible to obtain
primitive objects such as curves and lines from the collection of pixels, and represent
such objects using vectors. For instance, vectors are most appropriate for the
representation of lines. Groups of pixels constituting a linear structure can be
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replaced by a single vector.
Primitives are structural features in the image. Figure 2.11 shows a number of
primitives found in diagrams. In vectorized images, instead of pixels, vectors and
their coordinates represent image primitives, providing a higher level of abstraction
than the pixel representation. The raster to vector conversion process is referred
to as vectorization, and some known algorithms for vectorizing graphics documents
can be found in [44, 116, 144].
Figure 2.11: Some primitives used in diagrams: dashed line, continuous line, curved
line, and arrowheads.
For the interpretation of architectural, mechanical, and such technical line draw-
ings, the vectorization process is essential for the diagram recognition process.
However, for FSA diagram interpretation, vectorization is not compulsory. This
is because the length, width, type and dimensions of lines do not form part of FSA
semantics, and therefore obtaining them is not important.
2.1.8 Skeletonization
The fundamental essence of skeletonization is the removal of redundant foreground
pixels from a pattern to allow easier representation, processing, or analysis of the
resulting form of the pattern called a skeleton [86]. The skeleton preserves the
essential shape of the original pattern using the minimum number of pixels pos-
sible, while maintaining the connectivity of the pattern. A thinning operator (a
morphological operator) is usually applied on a binary image to obtain the skeleton.
In Figure 2.12a an object is shown, with its corresponding skeleton in Fig-
ure 2.12b. A visual examination of these images reveals that they clearly represent
the same concept, as the border thickness does not alter the perception of the
fundamental shape.
This section is in no way a total coverage of image processing techniques used in
diagram recognition. However, it is observed that for practical recognition of FSA
diagram images, the various operations discussed produce adequate results for the
automatic interpretation of these diagrams, as illustrated by our experimentation
results in Chapter 6.
Each of the techniques in this section have far more interesting aspects to their
application than what is covered here. The discussed techniques and several others,
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(a) Multi-pixel thick. (b) Skeleton form.
Figure 2.12: A start symbol and its corresponding skeleton. The essential form
remains the same, even though the line thickness differs.
including algorithms for practical image processing applications, are treated in
detail in [122]. Other texts with an extensive coverage of the theory and applications
of image processing in general include [42, 140].
2.2 Diagram recognition
Document Image Analysis (DIA) is a well-established scientific field [63]. Text
capture and recognition technology termed Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
are ubiquitous with many commercial and open source applications such as Tes-
saract [139]. The graphics recognition subarea of DIA has witnessed efforts into
automatic recognition of various diagram types across diverse fields. For exam-
ple, the recognition of architectural drawings [47, 100], engineering drawings [46,
49, 116, 150], maps [49], logic diagrams [89], charts [162], technical diagrams [76],
electrical schematics [13], and line drawings in general [84] have been investigated.
In this section, diagram recognition systems are reviewed based on the diagram
notation that the system targets, the processes involved, and the level of interpreta-
tion derivable from the system. The first criterium was chosen because the diagram
recognition process is still mostly domain-dependent [14, 86], with recognition sys-
tems often depending heavily on heuristics based on the diagram notation. The
third criterium to be studied is due to the fact that diagram recognition takes place
at different levels, and recognition can therefore be characterized by whether the
interest is the low-level or high-level of recognition [17, 126].
2.2.1 Diagram recognition processes and levels
Like any other complex systems, a diagram recognition system entails multiple
processes. Different solutions are needed to solve the various sub-problems of the
overall recognition task. The level of recognition targeted by a system determines
the phases required.
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Traditionally the recognition process can be broadly classified into two main
phases; the low-level processing, and the high-level processing phases. The low-
level phase is usually for the image acquisition, pre-processing, vectorization, and
symbol recognition processes.
The analysis of the complete diagram representation for understanding, a pro-
cess sometimes referred to as diagram interpretation, takes place in the high-level
recognition phase. The two main phases are referred to as symbol recognition and
symbol-arrangement analysis respectively in [14].
Ablameyko proposed a five-phase system for line drawings involving scanning,
raster to vector transformation, entity extraction, scene formation and 3D recon-
struction [3]. Pre-processing operations are merged into the first stage.
Blostein grouped the processes in diagram recognition systems to early process-
ing, segmentation, symbol-recognition, identification of spatial relationships among
symbols, identification of logical relationships among symbols, and the construction
of meaning [14].
Kanungo et al., in their survey of engineering drawing understanding systems [82],
describe three levels at which a recognition system could operate ranging from ba-
sic, to syntactic understanding capabilities, and then semantic-level understand-
ing. Recognition phases are further categorized into lexical, syntactic and semantic
phases. The lexical phase carries out the recognition of diagram primitives, extract-
ing basic elements of the drawing; the syntactic phase uses a grammar to check the
correctness of the recognized drawing with respect to the syntax rules of the par-
ticular diagram notation, and the semantic phase checks whether the recognized
form represents a feasible object.
Graphics recognition was considered to involve two levels, the syntactic and
semantic levels in [45], with a note that graphics recognition effort has mostly been
at the syntactic level, and proposing that a distinction be made between syntactic
and semantic graphics recognition.
The discussion in this section holds for interpreting various diagram types en-
countered in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) educa-
tion. Although there can be significant variations in the notation of some diagrams
in this group, the organization of a recognition system for most diagrams will gen-
erally fall under one of the schemes mentioned earlier in this section.
2.3 Existing diagram recognition systems
Several diagram recognition systems exist in literature. Since the visual structure of
a diagram often influences the strategies used in developing its recognition system,
we consider existing recognition systems built for diagrams that are structurally
similar to FSA diagrams, or share common visual characteristics with the notation.
FSA diagrams consist of simple symbols with interconnecting lines as the major
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pattern for encoding information. A graph diagram is shown in Figure 2.13a and an
FSA diagram in Figure 2.13b. The underlying commonly found primitives in such
drawings are identified in Figure 2.11, while the symbols used in FSA diagrams
specifically are shown in Figure 2.14.












(b) Another dialect of graphs (FSA diagram).
Figure 2.13: Graph diagrams.
Restricting the scope to similar diagram notations certainly limits the works
which could have been considered, but the major dissimilarity of structural, syntac-
tic, and semantic organization between node-edge diagrams and the other diagram
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types justifies their non-inclusion. For example, a flowchart is structurally closer to
an FSA diagram than a musical score image, and the strategies used in interpreting
the two diagram types (flowchart and musical scores) differ.
(a) Directed line symbol. (b) Node symbol. (c) Start symbol.
(d) Accepting state symbol.
Figure 2.14: Graphic elements of an FSA Diagram.
Diagrams having visual structures similar to FSA diagrams include conceptual
diagrams, flowcharts, graphs, and schematic diagrams. We proceed to consider di-
agram recognition systems that have been developed for these diagram types.
2.3.1 Conceptual diagram recognition
A conceptual diagram is described in [51] as a systematic description of abstract
concepts using predefined category boxes which have specific relationships between
them; the diagram is typically based on a model or theory. See Figure 2.15 for an
example of a conceptual diagram.
Conceptual diagrams are notably different from other node-link diagrams, as
the notation is naturally ambiguous. Lines, text, and the nodes may be used
to represent unrelated concepts in the diagram. For instance, lines are used to
symbolize a connection relationship (like in node-link diagrams), and yet they can
also be used to represent grouping, or the division of a group of concepts.
The interpretation of a conceptual diagram does not stem from any rigid pre-
defined rules. In a way, the syntax of the notation is not established [155]. In
conceptual diagrams, the interpretation of an instance of a diagram element is
based on how it is currently used. The logical structure of a conceptual diagram is
therefore directly derived from the physical structure of the diagram.
The conceptual diagram interpretation method described in [155] involves the
extraction of physical objects, physical relations, logical objects, and the logical
relations in the diagram. How the logical structure is obtained, is of more interest
to us. Two processes are used in order to get the logical structure: hypothesis
generation and hypothesis verification.
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Hypothesis generation examines each element locally and assigns possible inter-
pretations. All possible interpretations that can be made for a diagram element are
extracted. Three categories of hypotheses are made: hypotheses of logical objects,
hypotheses of logical relations, and hypotheses of labels. These hypotheses cover
the range of possible interpretations which may be given to that element instance.
The hypothesis verification step then applies a set of constraints to filter gen-
erated hypotheses. The constraints examine whether a hypothesis case correctly
satisfies all the conditions for the interpretation assigned to it. If it does not, it is
rejected. This is important since not much meaning can be directly extracted from
a diagram image with all elements fused into a single connected component.
The result of this approach to the semantic interpretation of diagrams showed [155]
that only a third of wrong hypotheses were detected (a majority of the wrong hy-
potheses were not rejected), although all correct hypotheses were preserved. This is
a notable limitation among others reported by the author, and it reflects one of the
potential problems involved in attempting the semantic interpretation of diagrams
using this approach.
Since FSA diagrams have a strict semantic interpretation, we will be able to
avoid such wrongly identified hypotheses in our system (see Chapter 5).
Figure 2.15: A conceptual diagram. Adapted from [155].
2.3.2 Flowchart recognition
Patent document analysis involves the recognition of diagrams included in patent
documents. Rusinol et al. [132] developed a system which extracts structural in-
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formation from flowcharts in patent documents and describes the structure in a
predefined text format.
For the task, two approaches were proposed; one approach for pixel-based di-
agrams and another for a diagram which has been converted to a vectorial rep-
resentation. Their modular architecture consists of text-graphics separation, an
OCR engine, and node-edge segmentation modules. The pixel-based version of the
system is of interest.
Text-graphics separation is carried out in the system by examining features such
as orientation, size, and the height and width ratios of connected components in
the image. A number of adaptive thresholds are then used to decide whether the
connected component corresponds to a graphical element or a textual element; with
the result going into text, graphics, or undetermined layers. We follow a similar
approach in our system.
To segment node symbols from lines, connected components representing areas
within closed borders of lines are examined. Examples of such areas are illustrated
in Figure 2.16 and marked CC1 to CC6. Small and oversized connected components
are filtered, while the remaining node candidates are analysed to determine which
connected components are potential nodes, and which are formed by invalid loops
between node-link-node connections (such as the shaded area CC5 in Figure 2.16).
Figure 2.16: Connected components of white pixels in an example flowchart dia-
gram segment are labelled. The region CC5 is an invalid loop.
Two features of the node candidate objects are used to discriminate them,
namely, solidity and vertical symmetry. Objects with solidity lower than a threshold
are dismissed, since nodes tend to be convex. The vertical symmetry is computed
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as the ratio of the sum of the pixels on the left, to those on the right part of the
connected components. Objects below a symmetry threshold are also dismissed,
because nodes tend to be vertically symmetric. To classify the nodes into shape
families used in flowchart diagrams, the blurred shape model descriptor and geo-
metric moments are used.
Detecting which line connects a pair of nodes is accomplished in the system by
finding out which set of lines makes two separate connected components of nodes
merge into a single component.
The interpretation level of the system is limited to the structural form of the
diagram; neither the syntax nor the semantics of flowchart notation were explicitly
applied in the interpretation.
The interpretation of flowcharts is also reported in the system of Bunke et al.
described in [21]. They assume recognition of primitive levels have been carried out
and only perform recognition of a flowchart diagram at the diagram levels using an
attributed programmed graph grammar. Another multi-domain recognition system
described in [157] uses rules and a matcher to recognize symbols and interpret
simple drawings.
2.3.3 Graph diagram recognition
The work of Auer et al. in [6] is the closest recognition system to ours; it dealt
with the recognition of traditional graph diagrams such as shown in Figure 2.13a.
The motivation for their research is to extract the topology of a graph for use in a
graph drawing environment. The input to the system is a graph diagram.
Their system requires four phases, namely, pre-processing, segmentation, topol-
ogy recognition, and post-processing. The topology recognition phase creates a
skeleton of the image and labels the pixels as vertex, edge or crossing. The prob-
lem of crossing edges, which is common in non-planar graphs, was handled by
following lines in the manner that a human being will visually follow the lines,
tracking it from one end to another along the visual path.
In their system, nodes were assumed to be filled circles. For nodes which are
depicted by outlines alone, they suggested using the Hough transform to detect
the node (circle) and after detection, applying a filling process to fill the inner
portions of the node. However, in our experience, such an operation is complex and
its success in practical applications require additional steps to confirm the results
obtained from the Hough transform process (in particular, the input parameters
for the Hough transform depend on the characteristics of the graph used as input).
The recognition system detects the nodes and their interconnections, returning
an interpretation of the topology of the diagram only.
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2.3.4 Schematic diagram analysis
A schematic diagram (see Figure 2.17) uses different symbols, connecting lines
which connects symbols, and text annotations to create a simplified representa-
tion of a circuit. Schematic diagrams are characterized by symbols representing
electrical components of the circuit and connecting lines representing conduction.
Figure 2.17: A schematic diagram. Original diagram from [67].
In [71], to solve the task of locating the symbols present in a schematic diagram,
a hypothesis building and verification approach was used. Hypotheses of candidate
areas which are more likely to contain a symbol are made, and supporting evidence
sought from the diagram to support the decision. To make the hypothesis for a
candidate area, the presence of endpoints of connecting lines are used as triggers.
To support the hypothesis, a text label or loop is sought around the candidate
area. A loop is an enclosed area formed by a closed shape. Symbols in a circuit
diagram such as the one representing an amplifier, is an example of a loop symbol.
Loop-free symbols, such as for example a capacitor, do not contain loops. Once all
symbols have been detected, the connecting lines are then identified.
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On the whole, the recognition system is organized into low-level and high-level
recognition phases. The low-level phase recognizes the primitives, while the high-
level phase identifies the symbols using models of known symbols. The output of
the recognition system is a localization and recognition of symbols and connecting
lines present in the diagram.
The system shows one way by which recognition systems exploit prior knowl-
edge of the structure of the diagram to assist the process; in this case, the use of
labels and loops to locate symbols. Similar systems for the recognition of circuit
diagrams include a hand drawn circuit diagram recognition system [48] and Bunke
et al.’s system described in [21] for the recognition of schematics and and flowchart
diagrams using attributed programmed graph grammars.
2.3.5 Multi-notational recognition systems
Graphics recognition systems are mostly domain-specific, because the recognition
strategy is usually based on the form of the diagram notation and its semantics.
However, Kasturi et al. demonstrated a system that is designed to interpret
various diagram notations [85]. They noted that a recognition system which gene-
rates a description of the symbols and their relative spatial placement from a raster
image has many applications.
The proposed system is used to describe scanned graphics in terms of a set
of known shape primitives (polygons, circles) and their interconnection. Designed
to be comprehensive, the system is able to separate text from graphics, recognize
graphical primitives, identify line segments, and describe the diagram via a con-
nection list. Primitives are discovered using a pattern recognition approach on line
segments, and loops are found by analysing the segments.
The system recognizes the primitives and basic shapes present in the diagram.
The symbol recognition is limited to recognizing a preset group of known shapes
which are mainly polygons and circles. All other loop-shaped element not matching
those, are described as complex loops and broken into line segments for further
analysis. A similar system for the recognition of multiple types of engineering
drawings is described in [157].
Getting a complete interpretation (including the semantics) of a diagram re-
quires the use of domain knowledge to correctly interpret the symbol-connection
descriptions extracted from the diagram. This is because each symbol in a diagram
is linked to certain semantic concepts which are usually specific to a domain. On its
own, the system is not capable of such a level of interpretation. Subsequently, an
additional process will be required to provide semantic interpretation capabilities
for the notation or domain of interest.
Towards solving the challenges of analysing multi-dimensional representations
such as diagrams, graph grammars were extended by Bunke in [21], and applied to
the interpretation of schematic diagrams. The recognition of nodes and connections
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in flowcharts and circuit diagrams using attributed programmed graph grammars
was demonstrated.
The use of graph grammars for the analysis of diagrams is not new, but the
manner in which the grammar is used in the case of the system is unique. Instead
of a parser operation applying the grammar, the grammar is used to generate an
output graph by explicitly programming the order of application of the productions.
The attributed programmed graph grammar uses applicability predicates which
enforces constraints on the left-hand side of the production in order for it to be
replaced by the right-hand side graph. In that way, the well known complexity
involved in parsing graph grammars is bypassed.
The grammar was applied to the automatic extraction of a diagram’s descrip-
tion in terms of the symbols present and their interconnections, given a schematic
diagram represented as a collection of line segments (they assume these are already
extracted from the image by some other process).
The original diagram made up of line segments is first given an intermediate
representation (a graph representation). In this graph, the nodes corresponds to
vertices in the diagram and the edges corresponds to connecting lines; this is the
input graph. Similarly, the interpretation result is also represented by an output
graph. In the output graph, nodes represent the symbols in the diagram and the
edges represent the connection lines in the diagram. The input and output graphs
are augmented by attributes. If the input graph can be successfully transformed
into an output graph, the visual sentence (represented by the input graph) is a
valid diagram instance of the notation described by the grammar.
The advantage of this approach compared to a traditional graph grammar system
is the fact that parsing is unnecessary. But this has a disadvantage, in that the
absence of a parser results in not being able to have a hierarchical overview of
the organization of diagram elements as would have been possible if a parser was
involved. Also, the need to have an input graph representation of the original image
and a set of programmed productions appropriate for transforming the input graph
makes the approach somewhat complex.
We now briefly consider available methods for the separation of text and graph-
ics.
2.4 Text-graphics separation
Diagrams often contain character symbols and alphanumeric character strings. In
FSA diagrams, these occur as labels and annotations. Text-graphics separation
discriminates character strings’ pixels from graphics pixels. The output of this
phase are separate text and graphics layers. The text layer can be processed by a
standard OCR module, which may be a part of the system or an entirely separate
OCR application.
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For the purpose of semantics analysis of diagrams, all meaningful elements of
the diagram image with respect to the notation under consideration, need to be
extracted and considered. It is almost impossible to obtain the semantics of FSA
diagrams without the correct detection of state and transition labels. The text-
graphics separation phase is therefore critical to the success of the analysis.
Text-graphics separation methods are usually application-dependent [58]. The
nature of the parent document, whether text-rich, for instance a newspaper page,
or graphics-rich as in the case of FSA diagrams, also matters. Therefore, algorithms
for text segmentation of regular documents may not be able to effectively extract
text in graphics-rich documents.
A characteristic of the annotations in FSA diagram is their sparseness, often
consisting of only a few characters in length. The sparseness and the possible
presence of subscripts, make text detection challenging in these diagrams; a valid
single-character label could be erroneously classified as noise, or missed altogether.
More challenging is the case of characters touching lines or other graphics.
Well-known algorithms for text-graphics separation include [58]. However, this
algorithm requires a minimum string length of three characters. In FSA diagrams,
labels often consist of only one or two characters making the algorithm unsuitable
for use in FSA diagrams in its original implementation.
For engineering drawings, the method described in [101] is designed to extract
text of any orientation, character length, and type – whether western or other char-
acter family, and is robust as concerns text touching graphics. Although many pa-
rameters and thresholds are involved, the fundamental techniques could be adapted
to detecting and extracting character regions in FSA diagrams. Text-graphics sep-
aration is further examined in Section 3.3.1.
2.5 Shape and symbol recognition in images
From a holistic overview of diagram recognition systems, it is clear that diagram
recognition concerns isolating and identifying the elements in an image. Aside from
text and lines, the other visual elements in diagrams are symbols, and therefore a
cursory consideration of shape description and recognition processes in images is
necessary.
In most of the recognition systems discussed before, it can be observed that a
key part of the recognition system is the detection and identification of the symbols
present in the diagram. Sometimes these symbols are plain geometric shapes, and
for those which are not, the process of symbol recognition can be taken as a partic-
ular instance of shape recognition [148]. FSA diagram symbols are basic geometric
shapes, and therefore our focus is set on shape recognition methods suitable for the
analysis of geometric shapes.
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Various approaches to symbol recognition are known [4, 27, 32, 145]. The reader
may consult [98] for a classification based on applications and techniques.
To determine the presence of a shape in the image, a shape template may be
required for matching occurrences of the shape in the image [95]. A shape can be
identified using its shape representation information or the shape description in-
formation. Shape recognition requires that the shape description contains enough
information to distinguish the shape of interest from other shapes that are present
in the image, even if the shape is present in a different scale, position, or orienta-
tion than that which is described [110]. Therefore, the description used must be
invariant to these possible variations in the appearance of the shape in an image.
This section examines binary shape analysis.
2.5.1 Shape representation and shape description
The input to shape analysis algorithms are binary images obtained from a prior
segmentation process [99]. Thereafter, shape analysis may be carried out using
shape descriptors or shape representations.
Shape representation and shape description have received much attention [159].
Our interest is 2D shape representation and description because FSA diagrams do
not depict 3D views or objects. Shape representation refers to the group of tech-
niques developed to capture the properties of shapes for further analysis. These
methods produce a non-numeric representation of the original shape, maintain-
ing important characteristics of the shape which can be used for their analysis,
while shape description methods results in numeric definitions for characterizing
the shape (shape description vector).
With several shape representation techniques available to choose from for the
shape recognition operation, the question therefore is which is most suitable. In-
variance (rotation, translation, and scale), robustness to noise and minimal distor-
tion, low computational complexity and application independence are some factors
which should influence the choice of shape representation and description in an
application [159].
We will not attempt an exhaustive survey of shape analysis techniques, but will
rather focus on a specific review of approaches which have been used in applica-
tions for the recognition of geometric shapes. Several reviews and discussions about
shape representation, shape description and shape detection covering their work-
ings, nature, and descriptions can be found in [54, 95, 110, 121, 124, 159]. Detailed
taxonomies of shape analysis, covering description and representation, can be found
in [95, 123, 140].
We proceed to consider some options available for the task of characterizing
shapes.
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2.5.2 Simple shape descriptors
Some features of an object can be used to describe the shape. A feature is a
specific measure that is computable from the values and coordinates of the pixels
that make up the region [22]. Table 2.1 contains a selection of features which are
relevant to determining the nature of a binary image object; although there are
several features which can be used (see [120]), the selected features are sufficient
to distinguish and characterize the various elements found in FSA diagrams, and
were therefore highlighted.
Property Description
Area The area of the diagram element is the number of
pixels that it consists of. The area A, can be com-
puted as a summation of all pixels in the region.
Convex area The convex area of an image region is the number
of pixels within its convex hull boundaries.
Eccentricity The eccentricity of an image region is the ratio of
the major and minor axes of the region. The value
is between 0 and 1.
Equivalent diame-
ter
This feature is the diameter of a circle with the




Extent Extent is the ratio of the region area to the bound-
ing box area. The bounding box is the coordinates
of the smallest rectangle which can enclose the im-
age region.
Minor axis length The length of the minor axis of the ellipse that
has the same normalized second central moments
as the region. This value is in pixels.
Solidity The solidity of the image region is computed as
Area/ConvexArea.
Table 2.1: Some binary image features [104].
Such measurements as the area, perimeter, moments (moments are discussed in
Section 2.5.6), holes, convex hull, and enclosing rectangles, are object properties
which could be used to analyse object shapes in binary images.
Holes are the empty regions formed by background pixels within an object’s
structure. In the study of an object’s topology, the presence of holes and the
number of holes can be used. For example, in terms of its structure, the visual
representation ‘8’ has two holes. This feature alone may not be sufficient enough
to classify a shape.
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The Euler number of an image object is the difference between the number of
connected components and the number of holes in the object. The Euler number is
invariant to scale, rotation, stretching, and translation changes of the image object.
However, since the possibility of two different objects in a multi-object image having
the same Euler number value exists, the Euler number alone cannot be relied on
to differentiate objects in some instances.
The area and the perimeter covered by an object in an image can also be mea-
sured and analysed. Just as human beings use size to categorize and make deduc-
tions, the relative size of an object which is obtained by measuring the perimeter
or area could be used to discriminate objects, especially when prior knowledge of
object sizes in an image is known.
The convex hull is the area covered by the extent of the form of an object. It is
the smallest convex region which would cover the region of the object. The convex
hull in some cases is not rotation-invariant [140] and therefore this feature could
miss detecting an object as a match.
2.5.3 Structural and syntactic techniques
The structural approach to encoding shapes represents the shape structure by pat-
terns of a finite set of atomic components (primitives). These components are
consequently encoded to represent the visual form of the object using a string or
graph [95].
Syntactic methods can be considered part of structural pattern recognition meth-
ods [142]. The relationship between patterns and their sub-patterns forms the basis
for these methods. From the boundary topology of the object, it is possible to ob-
tain a representation based on its primitive elements (see Figure 2.18.)
The representation involves the primitives and a set of rules detailing what
objects can be formed from these primitives and the arrangements forming those
objects. An example of how primitive elements can be used to represent an image
object is shown in Figure 2.18.
Grammars are useful in applications where the structure of the symbols (or
objects) can be treated as a set of rules [98]. Formal grammars (usually graph
grammars or its variants) are used for the structural analysis of symbols due to the
non-linear nature of visual constructs. Graph grammars and their applications to
images are discussed in [117].
Structural and syntactic approaches have been used at different levels of the
diagram recognition problem. Syntactic methods have several applications in dia-
gram recognition. Grammars have been used at the symbol recognition phase for
shape representation, and have also been used in the overall recognition of a par-
ticular diagram instance; the use of grammar for a music score recognition system
described in [40] is an example. A discussion of the advantages and the challenges
of syntactic methods are discussed in [142].
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Figure 2.18: Using the structural technique to describe the boundary of a chromo-
some image sketch [8].
2.5.4 Chain codes
A chain code [60] is based on the contour of an object and it offers a structural
report of the topology of the object. It is a set of directional codes obtained by
traversing the boundary of an object in a raster image from a starting point, and
recording changes in direction along the boundary of the object. Figure 2.19 marks
out the path direction which may be encoded for the object in an image.
Each of the possible directions from a pixel point has a code, and the location
of the next foreground pixel is determined and added to the set of codes for the
object. Chain codes efficiently represent the contour of an object or curve. The
chain code representation is suitable for syntactic pattern recognition.
The challenge with this method is that the chain code is sensitive to noise,
arbitrary rotation, and scale perturbations [140].
2.5.5 The Hough transform
The Hough transform is a feature extraction method. While it is well known for
detecting lines, it has also been used to detect curves, circles, and ellipses [120].
The Hough transform exploits the mathematical properties of lines and shapes, and
uses parameters of the object to detect instances of its occurrence in an image. It
therefore requires a parametric description of the shape sought.
Consider an image on which the Hough transform is to be applied. After thresh-
olding and thinning, or edge detection (an image processing operation which com-
putes edge vectors such as gradient), is carried out on the image, each foreground
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Figure 2.19: Chain codes path in a sample image.
pixel can be represented in a parameter space. The method seeks evidence of the
existence of the line or circle in the image by examining the parameter space. For
example, the equation for a line is:
y = mx+ c . (2.5.1)
Each point on this line is represented by a line in parameter (m, c) space. All
pixels forming the line in the (x, y) plane passes through a single point in (m, c)
(parameter) space. The point of intersection of all these lines gives the values of
the parameters m and c in the equation y = mx+ c.
For vertical lines, the polar (ρ, θ) form of expressing a line is used. A line in the
(x, y) plane can be represented by [120]:
ρ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) . (2.5.2)




, and m = − 1
tan(θ)
. (2.5.3)
For detecting circles, the Hough transform for lines is extended by using the
equation for a circle represented in parametric form. This equation is given as [120]:
x = x0 + r cos(θ), and y = y0 + r sin(θ) . (2.5.4)
If the expected radius of the object is known, only two parameters x0 and y0
remain to be obtained. The computation required to detect the object is therefore
reduced if the expected radius is known.
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The use of the Hough transform for pattern recognition applications in image
processing and computer vision can be grouped into two categories. The first ap-
proach uses parametric features of the shape to analyse an image, detect the peaks
in the transform space and subsequently makes judgments to support the hypoth-
esis of the presence of a shape. The second approach is the hierarchical approach,
where the Hough space is interpreted for features which can be collected to form
global structures [25]. The Hough transform and its various implementations and
example applications are covered in-depth in [120].
The main advantage of the Hough transform is its relative insensitivity to noise
and the ability to work without the need for a continuous contour description [110],
and therefore missing segments of the line does not hinder the detection of an object.
The Hough transform was considered for detecting the circles and lines in FSA
diagrams in our early experiments, but ultimately the technique was not used. The
need to define the correct parameters in advance, coupled with the fact that different
variations of curved lines cannot be ruled out in FSA diagrams, the computational
costs of the approach, and the need for further processing before the objects of
interest are correctly localized and identified, weighed negatively on the choice of
applying it in a diagram recognition system.
2.5.6 Moments and moment invariants
Moments are scalar measures used to characterize functions. The application of the
principles of moments to pattern recognition was introduced in [77]. In application
to visual patterns, moments are statistical properties of a shape and yield a global
description for the shape. Various systems of moments exist.
A pattern can be represented by its two-dimensional moments with respect to
a pair of fixed axes. The two-dimensional Cartesian moment is associated with an
order, starting from zero as the lowest order to higher orders. Using the higher
order moments, descriptors which are invariant to scale, rotation and position can
be obtained. For describing shapes which are fairly round, moments have proved
valuable, but they have also been used for more complex applications such as
airplane silhouette recognition [42].







xp yq f(x, y) dxdy (2.5.5)
where p, q = 0, 1, 2, ...,∞ [97].
The sum r = p + q is referred to as the order of the moment as defined in the
preceding equation.
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f(x, y) dxdy . (2.5.6)
This value represents the total area when computed for a binary image.













y f(x, y) dxdy . (2.5.8)






(x− x¯)p(y − y¯)q f(x, y) dxdy, (2.5.9)








Geometric properties of shapes such as area, center of mass, and orientation
can be obtained from moments. For a binary image, the zeroth moment equals
the area covered by the shape, the two first order moments represent the center
of mass and the second order moments are used to determine orientation of the
shape of interest [97]. Translation invariant features are computed using centralized
moments of the second order; scale invariance is achieved by computing normalized
central moments, and seven different rotation invariant moments are computed
from these normalized moments. The method of moment invariants with which
invariance to scale, position, orientation, and translation is achieved, is defined
in [77].
2.6 Assistive technology related diagram
recognition research
The diagram recognition systems discussed prior to this section have been driven
by primary motivations outside assistive technology uses. While this may seem to
paint a picture of lack of assistive technology based diagram recognition research,
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this is not the case. Previous works exists in this area and some are subsequently
discussed in Section 2.6.1.
Our choice to mainly report work with their foundations in image process-
ing, pattern recognition and graphics recognition is because those areas form the
bedrock of diagram recognition regardless of the objective or application. Also
the efforts, techniques and systems already existing in the aforementioned research
areas need not be recreated.
Two sets of themes are distinctly observed in assistive technology driven diagram
recognition literature. There are efforts targeted at automating tactile graphics
generation, and another set focused on the re-presentation of graphical information
for blind users.
2.6.1 Diagram recognition in assistive technology
One of the relatively early research in making paper-printed circuit diagrams ac-
cessible to blind people is the system described by Kawai et al. [87]. A camera
image of the diagram is obtained, thinned, and singular points such as end points,
branches, and crossings are determined. Lines are segmented and labeled, and cir-
cuit components and connections are recognized. These are displayed on special
tactile hardware.
Zapirain et al. designed a system to transform electric schematics into a form
that can be verbalized to a blind user [158]. Image processing techniques are used
to obtain the information contained in the schematic diagram, and the information
is then rendered in textual form.
Way studied the automatic production of tactile graphics [151] and developed
a tool for the process. Although the research was not about diagram images but
images in general, it should technically be able to generate tactile output of a
diagram image.
It should be noted that the systems mentioned do not interpret or attempt to
understand the information contained in the image, but they rather produce a
version of the image suitable for hard copy tactile prints.
A recognition system for automatically recognizing printed beading design dia-
grams is introduced in [75]. The system uses template matching, and the recognized
pattern is rendered as natural language to the user.
Notable and concerted efforts by a consortium of universities and government
organizations to bridge the accessibility gap resulted in the TeDUB (Technical
Drawings Understanding for the Blind) project which attempted to provide blind
computer users with access to technical drawings across a number of ‘formally
defined domains’ [59]. Electronic circuits, UML (Unified Modeling Language) dia-
grams, and architectural drawings are some of the diagrams treated, although the
goal of the project was a system not limited to any diagram domain. The system
accepts as input a bitmapped image or a file containing semantic information (the
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diagram interpreter), and has an interface to make the information contained in
the files available to a blind user via a diagram navigator.
2.6.2 Representation of diagrammatic information to blind
people
Bennett studied how diagrams can be properly presented to blind users when us-
ing sound as the means of presentation of the diagrams [9]. The presentation of
graphs representing electrical heating schematics, via computer generated sounds,
was considered in the study.
A manual (completely non-electronic) technique of producing inexpensive rep-
resentation of FSA diagrams to students is described in [18]. The existence of this
work highlights a need for automatic diagram interpretation solutions to aid in
teaching visually impaired students.
Audiograf [88] is a model that uses tactile exploration on a touch panel interface,
and audible presentation of the diagram elements currently being touched by the
users, to represent diagrams to a blind user.
The GSK tool described in [7] allows blind users to create, edit, and share graph
diagrams using a combination of standard computer peripherals such as a mouse,
keyboard, monitor and screen reader. A similar tool is PLUMB [23], with which a
blind user utilize the tablet and a pen to interface and use graph diagrams.
Some other studies in the alternative presentation of graphical information in-
clude [5, 12, 28, 90, 127, 156].
2.7 Chapter conclusion
Low-level processing, shape detection and recognition are major aspects of diagram
recognition. These have been considered in the foregoing sections with respect to
the analysis of node-connection or network type diagrams. It is observed that
there are various options when it comes to methods, techniques and algorithms for
handling the various facets involved in solving the diagram recognition problem.
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Diagram image analysis
“An important class of visual languages are the so-called diagrammatic visual lan-
guages: each sentence is composed of graphical objects which have certain spatial
relations among each other, and the interpretation of such a sentence is fully de-
termined by these visible aspects” [128].
Given a diagram image, the problem of automatic interpretation involves three
key operations [128]:
• Recognizing the visible elements (graphical objects) of the diagram image;
• Detecting the spatial relationship between those elements; and
• Interpreting the symbol-relations arrangement according to the specific syn-
tax of that visual language (diagram notation).
For high-level analysis of diagrammatic communication, the parts of the visual
representation which must be known before interpretation can occur, are listed and
categorized in Table 3.1.
Referring to Table 3.1, the elements of diagram syntax can be grouped according
to those concerned with local elements (the first two categories), and those affecting
the global arrangement of elements (the last category). The totality of symbols,
their attributes, and their interrelationships define the meaning of the diagram.
These three sets of information can be referred to as the concrete syntax of the
diagram. In this chapter, we show a way of analysing diagrams to extract the first
two syntactic categories required for diagram interpretation.
33
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Special symbols and their placement (ordering),
for example start symbol in FSA
Diagram reading order
Table 3.1: Syntactic elements of node-link diagrams.
3.1 Extracting concrete syntax from a printed
diagram image
Consider the FSA diagram image in Figure 3.1. The image has a raster repre-
sentation which stores greyscale values of each pixel of the image. This raw raster
representation offers little value for a direct high-level interpretation of the diagram.
To automatically obtain semantics from such a diagram image, all elements of the
diagram and the relationships between these elements first have to be derived from
the pixels making up the image.
Figure 3.1: Digitized FSA diagram.
Obtaining the concrete syntax from the digitized equivalent of a diagram requires
a low-level processing phase to separate objects into layers, identify the primitive
objects detected, and return a list of elements and their positions in the image.
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This list is required in order to obtain a spatial organization of the elements of
the diagram represented in the image. The process of retrieving the underlying
syntactic structure of a visual communication object from its spatial arrangement
is referred to as spatial parsing [19, 92].
3.1.1 Spatial parsing using the document reverse
production process
The most commonly adopted approach to graphical document analysis is to at-
tempt the extraction of information from the 2D representation by reversing the
document production steps [94]. The diagram production process starts from image
conception, to encoding the conceived idea in a ‘formal’ representation notation,
and then transferring it from a mental concept to a concrete structure to yield a
document. The reverse process therefore starts from a document image, analysing it
based on its structure and notation to obtain the initial conception of the diagram’s
author.
In order to achieve the interpretation objective, diagram recognition systems
employ a sequence of processes. Some common phases in graphics recognition
systems are [14]:
• Early processing, such as noise reduction or de-skewing;
• Segmentation, to isolate symbols;
• Symbol recognition;
• Identification of spatial relationships among symbols;
• Identification of logical relationships among symbols; and
• Construction of meaning.
Our recognition system follows this pattern, having a pre-processing phase, a
segmentation phase, a symbol recognition phase, and an interpretation phase. In
this chapter we discuss the extraction of symbols, interconnecting lines, and spatial
relations; input data which will subsequently drive the higher level recognition
phase.
3.1.2 A recognition system motivated by multi-dialect
recognition
A diagram recognition system is usually bound to a specific diagram type and
would not be useful for recognizing any other type of diagram without some mod-
ifications [14, 17].
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The focus of our system is FSA diagrams, which are an instance from the node-
link diagram class. Although we are concerned with the FSA dialect of graphs,
specific knowledge of FSA diagrams are only applied at the higher levels of the
interpretation system. For instance, the knowledge that a smaller graphic element
located inside a circle is likely a text element is not exploited in the text-graphics
segmentation process.
The visual elements used in the production of an FSA diagram are: nodes,
which are usually represented by circles or in some cases ellipse; lines, which could
be straight, curved, dashed, or polylines; and text. Non-mark elements such as
spatial relations are also used in this diagram class.
The set of visual and non-visual elements used in the creation of FSA diagrams
are no different from those used in the creation of other node-link diagrams. In
fact, many non-standard notations such as textbook illustrations which model hi-
erarchies and networks also use the same set of diagram elements.
Based on the observation that node-link diagrams share the same structural
elements, our motivation is to consider a means by which our recognition efforts
will not be tied to FSA diagrams alone. The idea is therefore to approach the
recognition in such a way that other dialects of graphs or node-link structures may
be recognizable.
The result is a diagram recognition system which has two main parts, namely
a structural interpretation stage and a semantic interpretation stage. The first
four of the phases listed in Section 3.1.1 (see page 35) fall within the structural
interpretation stage. The purpose is to apply non-domain specific strategies to
obtain the parts and spatial relations of a diagram image. When these elements
are obtained, the semantics of the diagram can then be recreated according to the
syntax of the specific visual notation by a high-level interpretation stage.
3.1.3 What is in a diagram to understand?
An automated system to interpret a node-link diagram needs to extract the follow-
ing from the diagram image:
1. Nodes;
2. Node locations;
3. The specific symbol type of each node symbol (the geometric shape used
to depict the node). Specifically, the symbols commonly used in node–link
diagrams are circles and polygons;
4. Lines;
5. Line origin and terminating points;
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6. Directed lines;
7. Directed lines source and target points;
8. Line type (dashed lines, directed line, forked line);
9. Text strings and their locations;
10. Spatial relations between each symbol and the other symbols around and
connected to it – specifically adjacency, and connection relations;
11. Logical relations between symbols or groups of symbols; and
12. Logical and explicit groupings of symbols into composite symbols (or entities).
We consider Elements 1–9 above as part of the structural interpretation, which
can also be regarded as the lexical analysis of the diagram. The remainder of
the processes are undertaken in the domain specific interpretation phase of our
recognition system and are covered in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1.4 Recognition of diagram elements
The structural recognition of a diagram image involves extracting the visual sym-
bols of the diagram, identifying them and detecting the relationship between sym-
bols. The extraction and recognition require that the diagram be segmented into
its constituent parts. Each of these tasks (segmentation, extraction, and recog-
nition) has multiple processes involved and the remainder of this chapter details
those processes.
3.2 Preprocessing and pixel-level processing
Image processing techniques provide the primary interface to handling and manip-
ulating the raster representation of diagrams. Before primitives in the image are
detected, the diagram image undergoes processing that adjusts the image quality
for analysis purposes. Improving the quality of the image enhances the recognition
results. The algorithms used in image processing and analysis often require param-
eters to control the operations, and these parameters are dependent on the nature
of the particular image.
The diagram in Figure 3.1 is a typical scanned diagram with attendant noise,
and other flaws which may be due to poor quality of the original hard copy, low
resolution digitization, or both. This diagram instance is an example input image
for the pre-processing phase.
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Recognition starts with the pre-processing of the digitized image. The pre-
processing stage handles the conversion of a diagram image to binary form (bina-
rization), and the removal of noise (noise reduction). In some cases the repair of
the image to make it more suitable for recognition (enhancement) may be carried
out at this stage. The pixel-level processing stage may also include a segmentation
process [121].
In this section we cover our specific choice of techniques and the motivations
for those choices, and their implementations. Some of these choices may be biased
towards diagram images of average quality. Coverage of advanced document pre-
processing can be found in [70, 121].
3.2.1 Noise reduction
In reality, noise will exist in degrees ranging from negligible to severe, and a variety
of methods for handling diagrams with severe noise is discussed in [53]. The output
of the pre-processing phase is a noise-reduced version of the original digital image.
We do not implement a special noise-reduction routine in our pre-processing phase,
as our goal is to build a system that processes images from textbooks which are
obtained via high-quality scanners.
The example image in Figure 3.2, obtained after a thresholding process has been
carried out on Figure 3.1, shows that basic thresholding operations removed most
of the random markings and noise which existed in the original image. The main
reason is that the values of the noise pixels fall below the selected threshold value.
The diagram (Figure 3.2) and the other node-link diagrams tested in the course
of this research did not require substantial noise-handling efforts.
3.2.2 Thresholding
Converting the greyscale-mode diagram image to single-bit foreground or back-
ground values is achieved by thresholding the diagram image. The thresholding
operation can either be local or global.
In deciding what the threshold value will be, local thresholding considers the
greyscale values of surrounding pixel locations, while global thresholding uses a
single threshold value for the entire image. Since most node-link diagrams are
produced with strokes having uniform tones which are well distinguished from the
white background, a global thresholding method was sufficient for our purposes.
The global thresholding process examines each pixel in the image, compares it
with a predetermined threshold value, and then converts the pixel value to either
a background (0) or foreground pixel (255) depending on whether it meets the
threshold or not.
The selection of the threshold value is crucial, as it will determine the remaining
visual information on the image after the thresholding operation. We utilize a
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(a) FSA diagram after thresholding.
(b) Inverted image of the FSA diagram after thresholding.
Figure 3.2: FSA diagram after thresholding.
global threshold using a fixed pixel value of 160. This value represents about 40%
tone of black. Any pixel which does not have up to 40% black (foreground) is
converted to white pixel (background).
A greyscale value of 160 is 40% black foreground and is a safe value to use in
thresholding the images given the quality of output in current scanner hardware,
and the fact that the diagrams are scanned from text of black prints on white
background as occurs in most books. The optimal value to use can also be auto-
matically derived by examining the histogram of grey values in the image; however,
the global value proved adequate in all our experiments.
Images produced on paper usually follow the tradition of black foreground on
white background, but binary image processing operations often take the fore-
ground as white (pixel value of 255, or True for binary image). Therefore, after
thresholding, the scanned image is transformed into an inverse with the foreground
as white pixels (ON) and the background as black pixels (OFF). Further discussions
in this thesis therefore will reflect white foreground on black background.
A limitation of this thresholding stage is that we do not consider diagrams
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which utilize shadings as a visual communication element. Due to this limita-
tion, the recognition of diagram notations utilizing shading as a visual element is
impacted. There are a number of advanced thresholding techniques in document
image processing and these are covered in [70].
3.2.3 Diagram image thinning
Thinning creates an image that makes the analysis of critical features such as
end points, junction points, and connections more precise [93]. For obtaining the
skeleton image, the medial axis transform approach or mathematical morphological
approach can be used. The result of thinning the FSA diagram of Figure 3.2a, using
basic morphological operations, is shown in Figure 3.3.
The skeletonization function in the scikit-image package [149] which is based
on the algorithm by Zhang [161], was found to provide a skeleton image with
better continuity (see Figure 3.4) than the morphology-based thinning operation
we considered earlier. The disconnections experienced around junction points in
the morphology based thinning operation is not present in the result from scikit’s
skeletonization function. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, where
we discuss the results of our experiments.
Figure 3.3: Example FSA diagram after thinning with morphological operations.
The behaviour of the thinning operation on a symbol is influenced by the struc-
ture of the symbol; that is, whether it is a filled shape or not. Filled node symbols
lose their geometric form (for instance a filled circle will be represented by a tiny
dot), making it impossible to analyse them by the geometric features used in subse-
quent stages. This is clearly undesirable. However, in conventional FSA diagrams,
graphs with solid nodes almost never occur, and the limitation of this issue will
therefore be negligible.
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Figure 3.4: Example FSA diagram after scikit-image skeletonization function is
applied.
3.3 Segmentation
The input into the segmentation phase of the recognition is a thinned binarized
image of the diagram. The segmentation process separates the diagram into text
and multiple graphic layers. Segmentation occurs on two levels. First, text elements
are identified and separated, leaving graphic elements. Subsequently, on the second
level, the graphic elements are separated into node and line elements.
3.3.1 Text-graphics separation
In considering a text-graphic separation technique, the purpose and nature of text
occurrences in node-link diagrams need to be examined. In node-link diagrams, text
is used as labels, and these labels are often a single character or a few characters
at most. This key difference, in contrast to predominantly text documents, causes
most text-segmentation algorithms to fail when used on a single character or sparse
character labels.
In node-link diagrams text characters may touch graphics elements. Another
consideration is that text strings may be orientated at various angles in the diagram;
this is a case which seems to occur more often with edge labels in the diagram. The
issue at this stage is how to correctly identify and separate all textual elements,
considering the factors pointed out above.
There are ample methods for the text-graphics separation process in litera-
ture [146], and most approaches utilize the nature and structure of particular
diagram notations in order to tackle the text segmentation process. They also
utilize geometric features of text like size, stroke density, groupings of character
into strings, and the length of linear components of the text string. The range of
values of these features for text is quite different to that of graphical elements.
Some additional features specific to text in node-link diagrams are given below:
1. Position:
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• Text can be located inside a symbol, which is usually a geometric shape;
• Text can be positioned above, below, to the left or to the right of a
directed line in the diagram; and
• Character and text strings can be multi-oriented. The orientation could
be vertical or horizontal at any angle.
2. Geometric features:
• The text is typically a single character or a string of few characters;
• Subscript characters could be involved; and
• Text elements are likely to be the smallest connected component present
in a node-linked diagram.
3.3.1.1 Classical text-graphics separation processes
Tombre [146] highlighted the steps in the popular text-graphics separation method
of Fletcher et al. [58] and enhanced it to cater for text touching graphics. Their text-
graphics separation method utilizes connected component sizes, and the density of
foreground pixels in the connected component, as measures to distinguish text. An
additional shape filtering process selects small elongated items which, due to their
size, can be categorized as text, but which may have a chance of being graphics
elements too. Later stages finalize the classifications of these elements.
Like any other image object, the connected components of text characters have
properties which can be measured. Properties like area, stroke density, horizontal
and vertical profile of the connected component are useful to detect whether a
connected component is a text character or a graphic character.
The major challenge is the occurrence of a text-graphics merge (see Figure 3.5),
and an approach to handle such a situation is given in [146].
Figure 3.5: Diagram with text touching lines.
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3.3.2 Text-graphics separation using geometric features
and structural form
In typical FSA diagrams, the labels are strings with one to three characters, and
they are often not on the same horizontal level, as a result of the common use of
subscripts. Therefore, text-graphics separation processes involving the grouping
and collinearity of text characters is unsuited for FSA diagram labels. However,
other characteristics of text could be exploited.
Since it is known that the elements in a node-link diagram are text, lines, and
geometric shapes, the text-graphics separation problem can be viewed as assigning
connected components of characters present in the image to a text class. This
is achieved in our case by using geometric and structural features of a connected
component such as its size, inner pixels pattern, and the ratio of its area to minimum
axis length. These basic properties satisfactorily distinguish text objects from the
other objects.
The size of text characters in node-link diagrams is naturally smaller than that of
graphics in the diagram. However, putting that knowledge into a (computational)
procedure that would assist in the analysis is an issue. This is because text sizes
vary. One way to obtaining a threshold size is to take the mean of connected
component sizes and use this to identify relatively smaller elements in the diagram.
However, the presence of outlier(s) (for instance a massive connected component of
conjoined elements) may skew the mean by yielding a result unfit for the analysis.
It is therefore important that connected component sizes be checked and such over-
sized components not used in the computation.
Another option is to use the median value of the areas of the set of elements in
the diagram, since the median value is not affected by the extent of a single value.
However, using the median value also does not guarantee a perfect threshold. The
default choice in our system is to compare both values, choosing the most suitable
value to use as threshold. If the mean value of the connected component sizes
(Am) is lower than double the median value of the same set (An × 2), then the
mean value Am is used, else the median value An is used as the threshold. The
size threshold hence takes into account the possibility of the occurrence of big-sized
text characters.
The value of the ratio of the convex hull area of the object Cc, to that of the
connected component area, Ca, is another examination to which the connected
component is subjected. Just as the connected component area sizes are lowest for
text characters, this ratio is also lowest for text components in the diagram.
The advantage of the Cc/Ca ratio is that the size variation of ratio between text
and graphics elements is remarkable. Except for relatively large text components
which are an exception, this ratio is below 10 for normal sized (average font size of
12 points), for the set of text tested. In the case of graphics, lines have the Cc/Ca
ratio at about 15 to 20, depending on the area of the connected component of the
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line. For circles, the ratio goes higher, reaching up to 50 in some cases. This ratio,
along with other unique features of text components, makes it possible to identify
which connected component is text.
3.3.3 Diagram decomposition – segmenting nodes in
node-link diagrams
A printed node-link diagram will likely present itself as a massive, single, connected
component after text regions have been removed, with the connecting lines and
nodes joined together as Figure 3.6 shows. Further processing requires that this
graphics be separated into atomic graphics. To proceed with the analysis, the image
is subsequently separated into symbols and lines.
After decomposition, an analysis of the features of the various connected com-
ponents can then proceed to identify which symbol is represented by each graphic
element. A description of these processes follows.
Figure 3.6: Graphics layer for sample FSA diagram.
The original graphic, after thinning and text-graphic separation, contains only
connecting lines (straight lines and arcs) and geometric shapes (symbols). The
thickness of the lines and symbol boundaries are single pixel. The objective at this
point is to have an image in which the shapes (symbols) are disconnected from
the connecting lines, and with line arrows and tails no longer touching the respec-
tive source and target node symbols. Separate connected components are thereby
obtained for atomic diagram units, preparatory to further analyses to recognize
them.
For diagrams with filled node types, separation could be done by eroding away
connection lines [6]; the operation is uncomplicated and involves using a morpho-
logical operator to erode away connection lines. In this way the complicated phase
of decomposition of the diagram is bypassed.
The decomposition of the image into its graphic units is necessary for symbol
recognition of the diagram to occur. Two processes are involved in the decomposi-
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tion stage. In the first step, the junction point is identified and in the second step
the line is disconnected from the adjoining symbol.
3.3.3.1 Locating junction points in the diagram image
Since the diagram symbols in node-link diagrams are basic geometric shapes hav-
ing empty inner regions, it can be safely assumed that the junction points in the
diagram are external to the symbols, or lie at the borders of symbols. Therefore,
junctions can be used as triggers to identify shared lines and symbol regions.
Figure 3.7: Line junction patterns, adapted from [126].
Some common patterns formed when lines intersect with other lines or when
lines connect with the boundary of shapes, are shown in Figure 3.7. T-junction
patterns are identified and used to drive the decomposition process. The scaled
segment of the FSA diagram in Figure 3.8 shows the topology of the T-junctions.
Figure 3.8: A scaled diagram segment showing the patterns at line–symbol junction.
Some properties of the connection points, that aid in correctly identifying them,
are:
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• There are only a total of eight pixels surrounding a given pixel in the stan-
dard raster representation, and therefore the connection line is naturally con-
strained to attach to a pixel of a symbol boundary via one of the pixel neigh-
bours adjacent to the line path, as highlighted in the areas with red borders
in Figure 3.8. The possible connection patterns are used to hypothesize a
junction point.
• Using these patterns, false junction points may also be detected as candidates,
for instance at line crossings and the corners of polylines (X-type junctions
and some L-type junctions).
• There is a minimum of 3 ON (foreground) pixels in the neighbourhood of the
junction point being searched for in the raster diagram.
• One or more lines may originate from, or terminate at, the symbol boundary.
Detecting a junction is based on first searching the 3 × 3 neighbourhood of
every ON (foreground) pixel in an image and summing other ON pixels in that
8-neighbourhood. In the thinned diagram, a foreground pixel would normally be
surrounded by two other foreground pixels in its neighbourhood. Figure 3.9 shows
a rough semblance of this situation. The exception to this is when a pixel is at a
junction point, an intersection, or a joint. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 highlight pixels
with more than two foreground neighbours, in yellow.
Figure 3.9: Pixel structure for a thinned diagram section.
3.3.3.2 T-junction severance in node-link diagrams
Junctions are formed when nodes and lines unite, with pixels of one joining with
those of the other, thereby resulting in a single connected component. Various
approaches have been used in literature in order to retrieve the nodes in a diagram
when they are conjoined with lines.
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Figure 3.10: A joint pixel in a diagram, highlighted in yellow.
A morphology-based method which works by applying an erosion operation on
the diagram to remove connecting lines, was used in the recognition system de-
scribed in [6]. The process was premised on the nodes been filled shapes rather
than shape outlines, therefore diagrams with unfilled node symbols will have the
nodes removed along with the connecting lines if this method is used.
The flowchart recognition system [132] considers connected components of back-
ground regions of looped objects as potential nodes. The inner regions are separate
and easily detected, but since such regions are not unique to node symbols alone,
further analysis is carried out to identify which of the candidates is a node.
Disconnecting junctions seem a natural approach to take for node-link segmen-
tation. This requires that junction points in the diagram are first detected, and
then at least one pixel removed to break the conjoined connected components into
separate units. Locating junction points is straightforward and was discussed in
the previous section.
Severing the joint, however, is more complex. The continuity of node borders
is crucial for subsequent analysis. If the border of a node is broken at more than
one point, then it is no longer a single connected component, and as such the
recognition phase would not identify it as a circle, for instance, but separate units
of curved lines.
In order to minimize the disturbance of shape borders, the severance process
targets pixels belonging to the connecting line instead of the node border. This
requires a search around the junction region and an examination of pixel patterns
to determine which pixels belong to a connecting line.
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Figure 3.11: Intersection area in thinned diagram section.
The major challenge in determining the correct pixel to severe is that the skele-
tonization process results in an image with distorted patterns at the junction. This
makes it difficult to have a fixed set of patterns which covers all the possibilities
that could occur at a junction in the diagram.
3.3.3.3 Detecting connecting line pixels
The identification process identifying a joint pixel does not inform whether the
pixel belongs to a node structure or a line structure. This information is necessary
to avoid destroying the continuity of the borders of a node structure. Figure 3.12
exposes this problem. In fact, the joint pixel is shared by the line and the node.
Discriminating the set of pixels making up a line from that of a node border
is difficult, especially since the decision has to be made based only on a local
examination of the junction. The problem of pattern non-uniformity of both lines
and node borders in thinned diagrams complicates determining line pixels at the
junction region, and also makes creating a set of templates for all possible node-line
junction patterns infeasible.
Therefore, to progress, our solution was to assume that the junction patterns
are properly formed, at least those of connecting lines. A total of eight stable line
patterns were consequently defined. These lines are depicted in Figure 3.13. The
set of stable line patterns have their roots in the eight pixels of the 8-neighbourhood
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Figure 3.12: Damaged node borders.
of a pixel. These lines are referenced as the 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦,
and 360◦.
Figure 3.13: Stable connecting line junction patterns.
Each line pattern is divided into three zones which are the anchor, root, and
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stem. The anchor is the pixel detected as a potential junction pixel, while the
root is the imaginary continuation path of a connecting line assuming it did not
terminate at the border of the node. The root lies in the inner regions of a node.
The stem is the actual line element. These three zones for the stable 270◦ line
pattern are illustrated in Figure 3.14: the anchor pixel is marked yellow, a segment
of the root is marked green, and a segment of the stem is marked red. Our objective
is to identify the portions marked red.
Figure 3.14: Parts of a line pattern (at a 270◦ line junction).
The pixels forming the stem are present in the image, and the anchor pixel is
present, but the roots have to be discovered; discovering the root helps in hypothe-
sizing the pixels of the connecting line. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 illustrate the concept
used in assigning labels to the pixels in detected junction regions.
In Figure 3.16, about the anchor pixel position (x, y), pixels (x, y − 1) and
(x, y + 1) are ON (foreground pixel), and both pixels lie in a path of natural
direction of a line continuous beyond the anchor pixel.
On the other hand, pixels (x− 2, y) and (x− 1, y) lying on the stem portion are
ON. The natural path of continuity of the line is pixel (x + 1, y) which, according
to the illustration in Figure 3.15, is OFF (background pixel), thus signaling a
background region. The pixel arrangement on the path (x − 2, y), (x − 1, y) is
therefore considered to be portions of the connecting line.
By analysing the pixel arrangement of pixels around the anchor point, the con-
necting line is found and the terminating pixel (such as pixel (x− 1, y)) of the line
can be deleted. In this way, severance from the node is achieved.
The process described above is applicable to the other stable line patterns, with
the only difference being where the root lies, or where the natural continuity is
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Figure 3.15: Line continuity at 270◦ line junction.
expected to be for the line. This depends on which of the eight neighbourhood
pixels the line is connected through to the anchor pixel.
Since a local analysis is used to detect and separate junctions in the diagram
image rather than a global analysis, the detection results are dependent on the
local environment; especially the presence of proper patterns at connecting lines
and boundaries of symbols.
3.4 Feature-based analysis of diagram elements
After the decomposition of junctions, atomic graphics are obtained from the dia-
gram. Each atomic element of the diagram can be considered as a sub-image of the
original diagram. It consists of a particular pixel arrangement, and can be analyzed
by examining its structure.
Apart from distinguishing the element by the use of its structure, features of a
model object can be measured and used for identifying similar objects that may be
in the image. The process by which features are detected and represented is known
as feature extraction, and the results of the process are numeric and alphanumeric
data rather than pictorial data. Characterizing a shape can be achieved using
various schemes; these schemes have been examined in Chapter 2 and a detailed
survey exists in [159].
Table 3.2 lists features used in identifying the atomic elements detected in the
diagrams. More than one feature is needed to fully characterize an element, as two
different atomic objects may share similar values for a feature.
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Figure 3.16: Pixel addressing at 270◦ line junction.
Some objects have known values for certain features. For example, the thinness
ratio of a binary object is used as a measure of roundness; thinness attains a
maximum value of one which is the thinness for a perfect circle.
Diagram element Features
Text Area, solidity, minor axis length
Straight lines Eccentricity, area, minor axis length, solidity
Curves Area, minor axis length, equivalent diameter
Circles Area, minor axis length
Table 3.2: Features used in identifying diagram elements.
In an application, a feature may be used alone, used with another feature to
compute a new measure (an example is solidity), or used along with one or more
other features, thereby forming a feature vector. Our recognition technique is based
on combining a number of features. Some new measures which are ratios of two
existing measures are also introduced, and these further enhance the identification
of elements. The new ratios that are computed, and their value ranges per class,
are presented in Table 3.3.
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New ratio Diagram element Value
Area/Maxis Circle 2.0
Area/Maxis Circular lines > 1.9 and < 2.0
Area/Ediameter Lines < 30
Table 3.3: Specific ratios used in identifying diagram elements. Maxis is the minor
axis length and Ediameter is the equivalent diameter of the object.
3.4.1 Feature extraction
The separated diagram elements are identified using the features area, convex area,
eccentricity, extent, convex area to area ratio, area to minor axis length ratio, and
area to equivalent diameter ratio. The identification process obtains these measures
for each object in the diagram image, and compares it with models of the elements
used in the diagram notation.
In order to maintain similar concepts and definitions with the tool used (that
is, scikit-image), the above mentioned properties are considered according to their
use in scikit-image. Area is taken to be the number of pixels in the region, convex
area is the number of pixels of convex hull image, and extent is the ratio of pixels
in the region to pixels in the total bounding box. Eccentricity in this case refers
to the eccentricity of the ellipse that has the same second moments as the region.
The eccentricity is the ratio of the focal distance (distance between focal points)
over the major axis length. The value is in the interval [0, 1). When it is 0, the
ellipse becomes a circle [2].
The process checks in order whether the graphic object matches the features of
a circle, then that of a straight line, followed by a curved line, and finally text. If it
does not match any of the set of recorded features for each of those, it is categorized
as a miscellaneous element.
The area of the object relative to areas of other detected objects is one of the
measures used. The mean of area sizes is a good candidate to compare object size
to, but in instances where segmentation has not properly taken place, giant objects
may be present. In such instances, the mean size is skewed and if the skew is such
that most of the objects have smaller sizes than the mean, then twice the median
size is used. Ultimately, double the median size value, or the mean value is used,
depending on which of these values is lower.
The eccentricity of a straight line has a maximum value of one, as well as solidity.
The ratio (Area / Minor axis length) has a value of two for perfect circles, and
circular lines have their values lower than two. The value goes up for text and
is highest for highly eccentric objects. The values were confirmed in 30 different
images containing lines, curved lines, and circles and text.
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Diagram element Features
Circles Area > (median area size × 2)
(Area / Minor axis length) ≈ 2
Eccentricity < 0.5
Straight lines Area > (median area size × 2)
Eccentricity > 0.96
Solidity < 0.09
(Area / Minor axis length) > 10
Curves Area > (median area size × 2)
(Area / Minor axis length) between 1.95 and 2.9
Solidity < 0.1, Minor axis length > 100
Text Area < (median area size × 2)
Solidity > 0.04
Minor axis length < 10
Table 3.4: Decision conditions used in identifying diagram elements.
3.4.2 Symbol recognition in node-link diagrams
The node symbols in node-link diagrams are simple geometric shapes. In particular,
FSA diagrams by convention use oval shaped symbols to signify a node. After
disconnecting the connecting lines from the nodes, the diagram contains separate
connected components of lines and node symbols. It is necessary to detect which
connected component is a line and which is a node symbol. To distinguish, we
analyse the features of the connected components. Features listed in Table 3.4 are
used for discriminating between edges (lines and arcs) and nodes.
After classification into line and node classes, the shape identity of each of the
symbols in the node class can be obtained by examining its features and comparing
it against the set of features of model shapes known to the system.
Since all nodes in an FSA diagram are depicted using the same shape (circles
and ovals), we do not bother to further implement a detailed recognition process
for other shapes. For other notations utilizing different geometric shapes, there are
varieties of other methods to identify the symbol shape.
Kasturi shows an alternative approach that utilizes loops of minimum redun-
dancy to identify and classify shapes in the image [84]. The closed loops in the
diagram image are compared with a library of known shapes. This technique can
be used to structurally analyse and identify already separated symbols.
Shape descriptors are also useful for discriminating shapes. A number of descrip-
tors and their nature is discussed in [154] and is a good starting point for selecting
suitable shape features to expand the geometric symbol recognition capabilities
of the diagram recognition system. This capability will mainly allow recognizing
different polygons and shapes.
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3.5 Extracting ancillary information from lines
and nodes
Lines and nodes are used to encode information mainly by the relationship between
a line segment and a node. The connection relation is fundamental to this. In finer
detail, it is the attributes of directed lines that qualify the relation. The attributes
of a directed line include its source (the tail end) and its target (the arrow end).
These attributes, along with the corresponding nodes the line segment is connected
to, have to be determined.
3.5.1 Arrowhead detection
It is necessary to recognize directed lines in the image as these are fundamental
elements of directed graphs. FSA diagrams have arcs and lines with arrows pointing
to the target node. The arrows are produced in varying styles and dimensions.
Directed lines are frequently depicted by an arrow at one end of the connecting
line.
We devised a method to identify the line end with an arrowhead. It involves
summing the number of pixels in specific zones of a line. The assumption behind
the method is that the end with the higher number of pixels is the end bearing the
arrowhead. Since the lines in the diagram are already identified by previous phases
in the system, analysing the arrowheads of lines is more direct, and faster than
trying to locate arrowheads in the original diagram image. This is because rather
than analysing the whole diagram image, individual objects are being examined.
Each line is zoned into four equal segments, and a summation obtained for pixels
in the first and last segments of the line. Given the coordinates of the bounding
box [Minrow, Maxrow, Mincolumn, Maxcolumn], a line element is segmented into
four zones as follows:
Start pixel of Zone1 = Mincolumn,
End pixel of Zone1 = Mincolumn + ((Maxcolumn −Mincolumn)/4)),
Start pixel of Zone4 = Maxcolumn − ((Maxcolumn −Mincolumn)/4)),
End pixel of Zone4 = Maxcolumn
These two zones are central to the analysis. If the sum of pixels in Zone1 is
greater than those in Zone4, the arrowhead is hypothesized to be located at the left
side of the line and vice versa.
In dividing the line into segments, the horizontal (column) extent is considered,
except when the line is strictly vertical in which case the segments are obtained by
dividing the rows making up the region into four zones and testing the uppermost
and the lowermost segments.
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3.5.2 Pairing detected lines with their incident nodes
Every connecting line in a node-link diagram is connected to two nodes, except
in the exceptional case of the start symbol. The diagram interpretation process
requires the determination of which two nodes are linked together by a particular
line. To obtain this data, the production of the particular diagram needs to be
considered for cases where lines may either be drawn without touching the node,
or drawn touching the node.
This issue is resolved by establishing a search zone around the ends of the line.
If the boundaries of a circle fall within the search zone of the line, then it is detected
and paired to the line, even if the line does not touch the boundaries.
The search zone is computed based on the length of the line in terms of its row
and column spans. To establish the search zone, a search_range is evaluated.
Search_range is given as a pair of values computed according to the row and
column values of the line’s bounding box. This pair of values, referred to as SRrow
(the search range based on the rows spanned), and SRcolumn (the search range
based on the columns spanned):
SRrow = (Amaxr − Aminr)/3
SRcolumn = (Amaxc − Aminc)/3
The variables Amaxr, Aminr, Amaxc, Aminc represent the extents of the line object;
the first two for the row values and the latter two for the column values.
Using a third of the lengths enables one to bypass the use of a fixed threshold
value, since it is almost impossible to hypothesize the range of gap space which
could exist between a line and the target node. Evaluating the gap based on line
lengths offers a solution. However, choosing values relative to line length requires
that the allowance obtained not be too large or too small.
If the fact that an arc usually connects two separate nodes on its two opposite
ends is extended, the arc can be said to be partitioned into three parts, with the
node at each end of the arc ‘owning’ one third of the arc, and the middle section
not been owned by either (belongs to the arc itself). Therefore, a third of the line
extent is added to the original extents of the line.
Although this approach seems elementary, using a third of the arc’s length as the
search_range has proven safe, and good results have been obtained in diagrams
where the arcs do not touch the nodes.
The two search ranges are added to the bounding box area of a circle to construct
the influence zone of the line. As a result, each line has an extended area at both
ends to search for a corresponding target node.
The search first proceeds by adding the value obtained for SRrow to the ends of
the line, and then a search for nodes within the new extent is made. The process
is repeated but with SRcolumn value added to the line extents.
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While there is the potential of duplicate results as a result of ‘repeating’ this
process, it is necessary so as to safeguard against missing some corresponding nodes.
One of the search_range values may be too small on account of the line having
small column or row extents, but the alternative value compensates in such cases.
3.5.3 Analysing spatial relations between diagram elements
A unique feature of visual representations is the liberty of arrangement of graphic
elements. By the spatial appearance, position, and arrangement of diagram ele-
ments, the graphic communicates with readers. Therefore, to interpret a diagram,
the topology of the diagram is analyzed. The purpose of such analysis is to derive
all the meaningful relationships that may exist in the diagram as specified by the
syntax of the diagram notation.
Visual languages are defined by a grammar and semantics [134]. The visual
grammar is composed of the visual alphabet, the visual syntax, and interaction
structure. The visual syntax handles the composition of primitives into visual
statements. The interpretation of a diagram requires the reading of the primitives
of the visual statement according to the visual syntax. Spatial relation analysis is
therefore the second key operation in the automatic recognition of diagrams.
3.5.3.1 The challenge of analysing spatial relations
On the surface, the spatial analysis of diagram elements may seem an easy process;
since the various elements have been recognized, but that assumption is not true.
The complex nature of diagram compositions, which involves multiple types of
relationships, and different types of spatial relations, makes the determination of
the spatial interpretation of visual sentences difficult.
Selker et al. give four possible categories of composition structures used in visual
languages. Their classification focused on artificial visual languages such as those
used for the purposes of communicating with computers diagrammatically, and for
visual programming. The classification further refines positional elements to eight
subcategories. Diagram notations often utilize more than one of these categories
to form visual sentences from primitives [134].
The spatial relationships pattern is unique to each diagram notation, making
a recourse to the use of domain specific interpretation for the analysis of spatial
relations necessary.
3.5.3.2 Fundamental set of binary spatial relations in node-link
diagrams
As a means of introducing knowledge required for the computation of spatial anal-
ysis, we adopt a strategy of utilizing a subset of diagram spatial relations that seem
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Symbol element Line element Text element
Symbol element CONTAIN - CONTAIN
Line element CONNECTION(TOUCH) - -
Text element - ADJACENCY -
Table 3.5: Fundamental spatial relations configuration.
standard to most diagram notations. This set includes the basic relations used in
diagram graphics – contain, adjacency, and connection.
We explain the major spatial relations with reference to FSA diagrams. The
contain relation covers instances where an object is completely within the extent
of another object. The connection relation applies to objects in contact via bound-
aries, and the adjacency relation is for objects alongside the left, right, upper, and
lower regions of the referent object.
3.5.3.3 Configuration of spatial relations in node-link diagrams
The unique visual elements employed in node-link diagrams belong to three cat-
egories: symbols, lines, and labels (in this case, the labels are text, but in some
other diagrams such as network maps, the labels could be icons). The fundamental
set of relations for interpreting a node-link diagram, and the elements involved, are
captured in Table 3.5. Bierman’s graphical scanner which was developed to read
diagrams, considered this same set of relations [10].
3.5.3.4 Computing spatial relations in diagrams
The bounding box and the centroids of objects are commonly used for computing
the spatial relationship between two objects and these two features serve as the basis
for the subsequent identification of incident spatial relations in the FSA diagram.
Since diagram symbol objects have been detected and segmented by previous
processes, their locations are already known. The problem of spatial analysis is
therefore to search for those elements which are in a relation with each other, and
for the specific type of relations existing between them. All valid spatial relations
between an element and elements of interest in its neighbourhood, according to
the fundamental relations in Table 3.5, need to be detected and applied in the
interpretation of the diagram image.
The actual evaluation and interpretation of the spatial relations is carried out
in the next phase of the interpretation system, which deals with the syntax and se-
mantics of the diagram. It is necessary to opt for the high-level recognition to drive
the spatial interpretation, because a rudimentary approach to evaluating, main-
taining, and tracking all spatial relationships and relationships between elements
in a diagram is difficult.
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3.5.4 Concluding notes on structural analysis of node-link
diagrams
To achieve the aim of a practical recognition system, the set of primitives and
symbols in the diagram image, and their interrelationships, must be obtained. The
former is the main topic of this chapter. While we have shown one way in which
graphic objects may be recognized, our concluding note is that this is not all there
is. Other research exists on each of the stages we have covered, and also on the
recognition process as a whole.
A key point being made is a distinction between the phase where graphic objects
are recognized and the phase where the diagram is interpreted as a whole. In this
way, graphic objects can be extracted from an image using whatever technique is
best for the task, and then interpretation can also be carried out with whatever
technique is also best suited for that task.
3.5.4.1 Limitations
Image processing and pattern recognition research have mature methods and algo-
rithms to successfully extract the physical elements of node-link diagrams. How-
ever, there are instances where diagrams which do not follow basic guidelines of
placing diagram elements, are produced by an author. Such diagrams may likely
be erroneously interpreted by our recognition system.
In the implementation, we do not recognize dashed lines, crossed lines, and
forked lines. There is no lack of algorithms to achieve these [47, 91]. The non-
implementation of detection routines on dashed, crossed or forked lines at the low
level does not affect the effectiveness of later stages of our system for interpreting
diagrams that may contain these. This is because crossed lines are a specific vari-
ation of the class of arcs, and we already included arcs and what they represent
within the language of graph diagram notation.
3.5.4.2 From pixels to diagram elements
At the end of this major phase of the recognition system, a diagram image will be
reduced from an arrangement of pixels to a collection of diagram elements. The
new members of the collection include:
• image regions of separated text elements,
• all graphic elements in the diagram (now exists as separated connected com-
ponents and distinguished by their type),
• a classification of each of the elements (as obtained from symbol recognition,
either as node, text, arc, or ‘unknown’), and their location in the diagram,
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• information about the source and target node of each connecting line.
These are the basic inputs required for creating a symbolic representation of
the original diagram. The collection will be the input into the other major stage
of the recognition system, which is the diagram interpretation phase. Using a
grammar model, the collection of diagram elements are arranged according to the
composition syntax of a diagram notation to form valid visual sentences which can
then be further analyzed for an understanding of the diagram structure (semantics).
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Chapter 4
Formal languages, visual languages,
and the link to diagram recognition
4.1 Introduction
Formal language theory (FLT), “part of the broader mathematical theory of com-
putation, provides a systematic terminology and set of conventions for describing
rules and the structures they generate, along with a rich body of discoveries and
theorems concerning generative rule systems. Despite its name, FLT is not limited
to human language, but is equally applicable to computer programs, music, visual
patterns, animal vocalizations, RNA structure and even dance” [57].
Of the three key operations in solving the problem of automatic recognition and
interpretation of a diagram image, two operations – the recognition of visible el-
ements and the detection of spatial relations – have been discussed in the last
chapter. The third task, which is the interpretation of the symbol–spatial relations
organization according to the syntax of a particular diagram notation, forms the
remainder of this thesis.
Recognizing and identifying the concrete elements of a diagram does not imme-
diately give the full interpretation of what information is depicted in the diagram.
The linear list of primitives and their geometric attributes obtained from recogniz-
ing the visual structure of the diagram must be further processed to obtain more
information at a higher level of interpretation.
Closely tied to obtaining syntactic entities from the diagram is the acquisition
of its semantic entities. While the former is useful for the visual appearance and
form, the latter is directed towards reading the diagram’s meaning. The visual
syntax and the semantics of FSA diagrams are intertwined, as it is the structure of
the diagram that gives meaning to the diagram.
For instance, by the syntax of FSA diagrams, an intermediate state is depicted as
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circle with a text label inside, and a set of concentric circles with a text label inside
depicts an accepting state. States are also semantic elements of FSA diagrams. As
a result, the demarcation between the syntax and the semantics of these diagrams
seems invisible.
Further processing for interpreting the semantics of the diagram involves an
analysis of the syntactic elements of the diagram notation from the extracted prim-
itives. To do this, a specification of the convention of the notation is needed. The
specification enables spatial parsing of the diagram from the various tokens in a
domain-specific sense.
The specification of visual language syntax is difficult. The difficulty is due to
the nature of visual languages where there is freedom of ordering elements in a non-
linear manner, the variety of possible relations between symbols which goes beyond
the simple one-dimensional adjacency situation of string languages, and the fact
that visual representations have directed graphs as their underlying representation
and not trees [68].
Like linear languages, the syntactic specification of visual languages is often
based on grammars. The advantages of using grammars include the fact that
grammars provide a formal definition of the language syntax which allows reason-
ing about language elements; they are general tools for syntax specification, and
their use can be applied to new languages by writing new rules. Since grammar
rules provide a structure to the elements of the language, grammars provide a struc-
tured mechanism for defining the translation from abstract to concrete syntax, and
a grammar specification can form the basis for a parsing algorithm. The latter
motivation for grammar use is of particular importance in diagram recognition.
In diagram image recognition, grammars offer a means of formalizing knowl-
edge about a diagram notation in such a way that it can be computed. Since a
grammar describes the primitives of a diagram, their attributes, and the acceptable
relationship which may hold between them, knowledge about diagram convention
is effectively formalized. Although knowledge about diagrammatic notation is only
one of the classes of diagram recognition knowledge highlighted in [14], such knowl-
edge is all that is needed to semantically interpret FSA diagrams, and a grammar
is valuable to encapsulate that knowledge.
Textual languages have established grammatical approaches for their analysis,
with string grammars as an example. The parsing and semantic analysis of lan-
guages based on string grammars is standard. In the case of diagrammatic lan-
guages, syntax specification is not as straightforward because there are no standard
grammars or analysis procedures guaranteed to meet the requirements of every di-
agram recognition task. The burden is therefore on the researcher to either develop
a new grammar system fitting for diagrams, or seek for an existing formalism that
fits the structure of the visual language to be described. At the same time, the
formalism should suit the nature of the task, which in our case is FSA diagram
recognition.
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Some diagram recognition research such as [36, 66] implemented their own gram-
mar formalisms; our view is that such will require significant investment of focus
and time on the theory of formal grammars, and that is not our primary objec-
tive. Secondly, the theoretical basis for the formalism so developed may likely not
be rigorously examined, and finally, it may amount to duplication of efforts in a
sense. Therefore, examining existing grammar formalisms, proposed by research
fields whose main focus is on understanding how to specify and manipulate visual
representation, is our choice in this case.
The foundation for the syntactical phase of diagram recognition is laid in this
chapter by examining the various treatments of visual languages in the literature,
for resolving the problem of graphics recognition and analysis.
4.1.1 Formal languages and visual representations
Diagrammatic representations differ from sentential representations (text languages).
While it is easy to derive a model for the description of the grammar of sentential
languages by using an operator like concatenation, it is challenging to do so for
diagrams. Context-free string grammars, for instance, were not designed to model
multi-dimensional (visual) communication and as a result such one-dimensional
grammars in their natural format cannot sufficiently describe the symbol-spatial
relationship occurrences in a visual language.
Five decades of research into the analysis of images and other visual representa-
tions resulted in many grammatical formalisms. In the attempt to describe visual
representations, various special grammars using bespoke operators to represent the
spatial interrelationships occurring between primitives were also developed. Hence
there are many different grammar types for formalizing visual language syntax; to
our knowledge, there is currently no standard means of defining diagrammatic lan-
guages. This is one of the problems encountering diagram recognition research [17].
Two trends are observed in the different applications employing syntactic ap-
proaches; some grammars were used for modeling representations of a singular
object in an image (for example, a chromosome image), and others were used to
model a system of interacting objects, such as flow graphs. For diagram recognition,
grammars which model inter-object representations are required.
Since the use of grammars in pattern recognition and graphics analysis is not
new, a variety of grammars exist for the purpose of syntactical analysis of graphic
objects and symbols; some examples of these methods are found in [61, 74, 113, 118].
While these grammars are interesting for simple or sometimes complex patterns and
shapes, they are not suited for describing diagrams and diagram notations.
We consider images and diagrams as 2D representations, and mention some of
the existing grammar formalisms proposed for them. It is impossible to review
even a modest fraction of these grammars in a few paragraphs, and therefore we
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point out [26, 108] as good resources on the subject of visual languages, and [62]
for syntactic pattern recognition in general.
4.2 Grammatical specification of visual languages
Syntactic pattern recognition, graphics recognition and image processing are re-
search areas with associated grammatical applications that would be of interest
to a diagram recognition task. However, for applications targeting the interpreta-
tion of complete diagrammatic representations, the visual language field has more
methods to consider. This may be due to the objective of visual language research,
which is primarily concerned with understanding how best to naturally classify and
naturally and concisely specify visual languages [109].
Because the aims and applications of visual languages are broad, there is an
abundance of formalisms. This discussion is limited to fairly generic approaches,
since our intention is a formalism which can be used within our own recognition
system. Visual language theory research offers various grammar models which can
be applied to visual programming systems and a variety of applications dealing with
visual representations; in-depth reviews of such grammars are found in [69, 106].
Attributed Multiset Grammars (AMG) [68], Constraint Multiset Grammars
(CMG) [105], Graph Grammars, Relation Grammars (RG) [41], Symbol-Relation
Grammars (SR grammars) [55], Picture Layout Grammars [69], and Extended Po-
sitional Grammars [35], are some of the grammars which could specify connection,
and geometric relation-based diagrams. Grammars which are modified string gram-
mars (such as the Picture Description Language) [136] are left out, since they are
extremely limited in their design and using them in specifying the syntax and
parsing a complete diagram is almost impossible.
The survey of visual language specification and recognition in [109] provides a
good overview of the different approaches to visual language specification, and it
also includes a taxonomy of the approaches with an explanation of the nature of the
most popular and interesting ones. By their taxonomy, grammatical specification
approaches are classified into generalized string grammars, graph-grammar based
methods, attributed multiset grammars, and others not fitting any of the pre-
listed categories. Several formalisms exist in each of the classes, and the major
features and limitations of some of these formalisms are subsequently discussed in
this section. It is not meant as an exhaustive analysis of what the grammars are,
but rather more of the motivations for our choice of method for specifying FSA
diagram syntax.
The key grammar families for visual language specification are graph grammars
and attributed multiset grammars [109]. The family of generalized string gram-
mars such as PDL and Positional Grammars is lacking in the aspect of the spatial
relationships they are able to represent.
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Extended Position Grammars (xPGs), another formalism from the generalized
string languages family, extend Positional Grammars (PG), a context-free grammar
based formalism. xPGs have string-like productions, with the productions inducing
a scanning order of the symbols during the parsing process. This approach yields
an efficient parser of the input visual sentence. The parser is based on the LR
parsing technique [34]. However, xPGs are also restrictive in the type of structure
they can successfully describe. Furthermore, writing production rules in xPGs is
complicated. And as much as possible, a grammar which supports writing rules in
a relatively natural way is advantageous.
The major disadvantage of generalized string grammars remain, namely, that
they have limited expressiveness which is not sufficient for FSA diagram interpre-
tation. Graph grammars and attributed multiset grammars provide better means
of specifying visual languages.
Graph grammars are a popular formal grammar across many research disciplines,
and different graph grammars have been proposed and studied. The consensus is
that graph grammars are powerful formalisms for the specification of visual lan-
guages, but their efficiency in terms of computational costs is poor [19]. Some
challenges in applying graph grammars are mentioned in [52].
A well known problem with graph grammars is the computational cost attendant
with parsing them. However, there have been several attempts to work around or
limit this disadvantage; an example is the Layered Graph Grammar [129]. The need
for some context-sensitivity while specifying visual languages is also a limitation
of graph grammars as most grammars in this family are context-free; this issue
has been addressed to a certain extent [160]. Therefore, getting a usable graph-
grammar based system in our case, is not totally impossible, but is challenging.
Graph grammars have been used for diagram recognition purposes, with a ma-
jority of applications utilizing graph transformation in the mathematics and music
notation domains; as observed by [15]. The opinion in [15] is that graphs are bet-
ter than multisets for diagram processing, because diagram recognition requires
complex computations to find the important spatial relationships, and an explicit
representation of those relationships makes accomplishing the task easier.
However, some researchers are of the opinion that the initial processing required
to obtain the relationships occurring between symbols as required for using a graph
grammar is a disadvantage, as an initial graph has to be constructed for the rep-
resentation, creating an extra task in the system. Also, large grammars become
intellectually unmanageable, and noisy and uncertain data (for instance erroneous
recognition) are currently not handled well by graph grammars [52].
Clearly there is a contest between graph grammars and attributed multiset gram-
mars with a keen argument for each of these two. The intensive debate is not only
between researchers in the two camps, but also among users requiring a grammar
for use in their various applications. On the side of users, graph grammars are un-
inviting given the learning curve challenges, coupled with the confusion attendant
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with its use [16].
Considering attributed multiset grammars (AMGs), generally speaking they
cannot be recognized efficiently as they are too expressive [68]. Recognizing them
therefore requires the introduction of various restrictions. For instance, Picture
Layout Grammars [68] which are a restricted form of the AMG class, can be effi-
ciently parsed. Efficient parsing is obtained in PLGs by bounding the domain of
attributes that are used in the production rules. Attributes are used in PLGs to
represent the spatial layout of symbols occurring in the original two-dimensional
representation.
Constraint Multiset Grammars (CMG) extend PLGs by allowing the parsing
of a larger variety of diagrams, and also provides a form of generative seman-
tics [105]. It is known that a practical parser is obtainable for CMGs and an
algorithm for incremental parsing of CMGs is given in [105]. Furthermore, some
steps which are under the control of the grammar writer, such as ensuring that
the grammar is deterministic, and that productions are cycle-free (that is, no pro-
duction can rewrite a non-terminal into another non-terminal) leads to an efficient
parsing process for CMGs. CMGs have been used in a significant number of appli-
cations [29, 30, 31, 79, 80, 102, 103, 112, 137].
Relation Grammars (RG) are also based on multiset rewriting. Symbol-relation
grammars are a form of RGs, and view a visual sentence as having a set of symbol-
items and relational-items. A set of rules exists for symbols, and a set exists for rela-
tion rules over those symbols. The derivation of the sentence is performed by rewrit-
ing both symbol-items and relational-items using context-free styled rules [55]. For
a class of SR grammars referred to as boundary SR grammars, an efficient parser
is also obtainable [55].
In diagram recognition applications, the interest is more on recognition rather
than the generation of visual sentences. As a result, the concern about which ap-
proach is suitable revolves around considering what atomic elements (primitives) a
specification is based on, the predefined set of spatial relations or means by which
spatial relations among symbols is represented, how naturally the structures and
substructures of the notation can be formulated as production rules, and the effi-
ciency of carrying out the recognition operation (spatial parsing) using the formal-
ism. An appropriate grammar choice must be able to specify the diagram language,
and an efficient parsing procedure must be possible for such grammar.
The various formalisms already mentioned are based on atomic elements at
the same level of the primitives of FSA diagrams (geometric symbols, lines, and
text). The notable differences between formalisms are how these primitives are
treated, the relationships between primitives, and the limits or freedom placed on
the relationships and the primitives.
If there are limitations with these approaches with regard to diagram recogni-
tion, it is due to the fact that most of them were not designed for the purpose of,
or with a consideration for, analysing document diagrams. Rather, they are de-
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signed for parsing diagrams obtained from controlled environments such as visual
programming editors and not arbitrary diagrammatic representations. It is our
observation that specifying diagrams using the formalisms previously discussed is
possible, but it all depends on the type of diagram, and possibly some modifica-
tion to the approach. The ideas behind them are no doubt valuable when syntax
specification and parsing of diagram representations is required.
Theoretically, a visual language can be described by any of the formalisms earlier
discussed in this section, but the question is which of them is the suitable option
for our diagram interpretation task. The motivation for choosing an appropriate
grammar formalism for modeling a visual notation are influenced by two factors:
how easily the grammar formalism describes the language, and the needs of the
visual language implementer [33].
In summary, CMG was chosen for the purpose of processing the output from the
diagram image analysis (or lexical analysis) because it possesses the necessary core
capabilities and supporting features for the manipulation of visual elements and
relationships in FSA diagrams, compared to the other formalisms. The expressive-
ness of the CMG formalism is enough to specify FSA diagrams without the need
for workarounds or enhancements. Specifying diagrams in CMG is also straightfor-
ward, and sufficient information exists in literature to be able to apply CMGs in a
practical application. We return to discussing CMGs in detail in Chapter 5.
Wittenburg’s paper on visual language parsing [152] concluded “the field really
must agree on standard formalisms (Constraint Multiset Grammars is one candi-
date) as well as standard representations for input. The continuing proliferation of
ill-understood variations on visual language formalisms is not helpful’ ’; and that
conclusion could justly end this section.
4.2.1 Some existing formal language models in diagram
interpretation systems
Syntactic methods, such as the one we propose for FSA diagram interpretation,
are one of the frameworks for diagram recognition [14]. The blackboard system,
schema-based systems, and graph rewriting are other strategies used in recognition
systems. The grammars highlighted in the previous section were not explicitly de-
veloped for diagram recognition, and that raises a question of what grammars exist
within the graphics recognition research field for the analysis of various diagram
notations.
In diagram recognition, formal grammars have been used in different ways.
Grammars have been used to control the recognition process, to store diagram
notation conventions (using rewrite rules), to recognize parts of the drawing such
as the dimensions of an engineering drawing, or to control the entire recognition
system [17]. Furthermore, different grammar types may be required for different
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parts of the recognition system. For example, one formalism may be used for the
visual part of the diagram and another for the logical representation of the di-
agram [39]. Grammar formalisms and diagram recognition are further surveyed
in [17].
There are notable works in the syntactic interpretation of a diagram from its
primitive symbols. Two notable diagram recognition systems which made exten-
sive use of grammars, applying their own grammar formalisms to parse diagrams of
different notations, are the Extended Position Formalism (EPF) [36] and Graphics
Constraint Grammars (GCG) [64, 65, 66]. These grammar models were proposed
and applied to the recognition of a number of graphics domains and diagram no-
tations.
GCG was used by Futrelle in his diagram understanding system to describe
and analyze diagrams. The primitive symbols the grammar is based on are lines,
polygons, and positioned text. The GCG has a collection of rules comprising a
production, a set of constraints, and a set of propagators. The constraints consist of
spatial relations and type constructs restricting object types. A set of propagators
describe the relationship between the attributes of the rule object and the attributes
of its constituents. GCG parsing is handled as a constraint satisfaction problem
rather than as a classical parsing procedure, and the output of the parser is a frame-
based knowledge representation of the content of the diagram. Futrelle showed how
the grammar can be used to parse line graphs, finite automata diagrams and other
graphics found in biology texts [64, 65].
DMOS (Description and MOdification of Segmentation) is designed to be a
generic recognition method for structured documents. It has been demonstrated
for the recognition of document tables [38], musical score [36] and tennis court
images in video [37]. DMOS uses Enhanced Position Formalism (EPF) grammar
developed by the authors in the analysis of graphic images.
EPF can be regarded as a sort of description language for structured documents
and enables the graphical, syntactical and semantical description of a class of docu-
ments. The EPF formalism is an extension of the one-dimensional Definite Clause
Grammar (DCG), and adds additional operators to the single operator (concatena-
tion) used in the original DCG formalism. The graphic primitives manipulated by
this grammar are line segments and connected components obtained from low-level
image processing steps.
The demonstrations of EPF and DMOS as reported by the respective authors
make them attractive options for the purpose of analysis of diagrams. Opting not
to use any of these two formalisms is due to a combination of factors. The first is
our desire to use a grammar model which can be easily specified and maintained,
which can handle fairly high-level primitives such as geometric shapes, lines and
text, and possibly model a major portion of the elements of visual languages as
discussed in [134].
Secondly, these formalisms (EPF and GCG) have not been widely and rigorously
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applied as much as CMGs, and so there are insufficient details to conveniently
consider and implement them. Finally, CMG includes special features such as an
existential operator, constraints, and an error-correction capability; features which
can potentially enable robust handling of diagram recognition tasks. These details
are further examined in the next chapter.
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From symbols to diagrams
“Once we have lexically analyzed a program into a stream of tokens, we are now
faced with the more challenging task of parsing the token stream into a formal struc-
ture. In other words, we have to figure out how to group the tokens into language
constructs like variable declarations, statements, expressions, and so on. These
grouping and classification tasks can be done by attempting to match the token
stream on some predefined set of rules known as a grammar” [119].
The above excerpt, although a discussion on compilers, summarizes what is done
with the extracted ‘tokens’ from Chapter 3; namely text, circle, and line objects,
as well as their respective geometric information.
Parsing FSA diagrams requires a formal specification of FSA diagram notation.
For the purpose of parsing FSA diagrams, grammars based on the Constraint Mul-
tiset Grammar (CMG) formalism are defined. A grammar for a diagram notation
specifies the constructs into which the set of tokens are grouped, and how the
grouping occurs.
Through parsing, states (normal state, start state, final state) and transitions,
which are semantic elements of FSA diagrams, will be obtained from extracted
diagram primitives. For a different diagram notation, these same primitives would
likely be grouped into different constructs according to the specific syntax and
semantics of the particular notation.
This chapter outlines CMGs and the unique features of the grammar model.
Subsequently FSA diagrams are examined in terms of morphology, syntax and
semantics. Thereafter, a grammar specification for FSA diagrams is presented.
5.1 Constraint Multiset Grammars (CMG)
Constraint Multiset Grammars have been proposed as the basis of a non-linear
(visual language) counterpart of the Chomsky hierarchy [107]. CMGs have been
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well investigated and compared to other visual language specification methods such
as Positional Grammars, Relation Grammars, and Unification Grammars in [106].
CMGs are an extension of Picture Layout Grammars (PLG), but CMGs cover a
larger class of visual languages.
CMGs are high-level declarative languages for visual language definition. They
have been used in the analysis of different complex tasks; the ability to handle
complex representations is partly due to the fact that CMGs rewrite multisets of
tokens. These tokens may have a variety of relationships besides an adjacency
relationship (sequence), with one another.
Another major feature in CMGs is the dependence of the grammar productions
on constraints. Constraints are used to specify the topological, geometric, and
semantic relationships between graphic objects, or collection of graphic objects, in
a diagram. A constraint solver applies geometric constraints to maintain diagram
semantics.
The subject of suitability, specifically how CMGs fit the diagram recognition
task is explained in this section.
5.1.1 Formal definition of CMGs
A formal definition of CMG is given by [105]. A Constraint Multiset Grammar
over a computation domain D consists of
• a set of terminal symbols TT ,
• a set of non-terminal symbols TNT ,
• a distinguished start symbol ST ∈ TNT ,
• a set of productions.
Each symbol T ∈ TT ∪ TNT has a sequence of attributes. The start symbol may
only appear on the left hand side of a production.
Productions in CMG have the form [106]:
X ::= X1, . . . , Xn where C.
In this definition of a production, it is assumed thatX ∈ TNT , and {X1, . . . , Xn} ⊆
TT∪TNT . Moreover, rewritingX intoX1, . . . , Xn is possible if the contextX ′1, . . . , X ′n
exists in the sentence, and the attributes of all the context symbols satisfy the con-
straint C.
A CMG token T (~θ) is a type symbol and an assignment to the attributes of that
symbol [105]. Diagrams can be considered as collections of graphical tokens such
as lines, circles, and any other diagram primitives [20].
A multiset sentence is a multiset of tokens and a terminal sentence is a sentence
containing only terminal tokens.
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5.2 The significant features of the CMG formalism
The CMG grammar formalism has a number of significant features in the manner
in which it represents pattern structure. A CMG grammar instance consists of the
symbol definitions and production rules in similarity to other grammar formalisms,
but the design for using these grammar components differs significantly in CMGs.
Each of the unique features of CMGs (symbol types and attributes, positive
and negative constraints, existential quantification, and ‘external’ functions), con-
tributes to either the effective specification of the visual language grammar or
towards an effective parsing process; as such they are important to a grammar
writer. This section considers each of the features.
5.2.1 Alphabet symbols
Like every formal language, a CMG-based grammar defines a set of terminal sym-
bols TT as well as a set of non-terminal symbols TNT . For example, in FSA dia-
grams, the terminal type symbols are graphic primitives (text, lines, circles) ob-
tained from the diagram structure recognition phase described in Chapter 3.
One notable difference between symbols in CMGs, compared to other visual
grammar formalisms, is the presence of attributes and constraints over these at-
tributes. These constraints (over symbols) define relationships between a diagram
and its components (elements) [105]. Table 5.1 shows the different types of symbols
for the FSA grammar.
5.2.1.1 Symbols and symbol types
Every symbol in the grammar has a type, and the type has attributes associated
with it. Types may be terminal or non-terminal. In the CMG for an FSA diagram,
terminal types refer to graphic primitives.
In CMG grammar notation, the statement S : T specifies that a symbol S
has type T , while S.A indicates the attribute A of a symbol S. For example,
ocircle : circle defines the existence of a symbol with the name ocircle as a symbol
of type circle, while ocircle.radius refers to the attribute, radius, of the circle type.
The name of the symbol is an example of the symbol’s semantic attribute.
Each symbol type has zero or more attributes, and the attributes usually de-
scribe the geometric properties of the symbol. Constraints are specified over type
attributes to define relationships between symbols in the diagram.
5.2.1.2 Symbol attributes
Engelhardt’s framework for the analysis of syntax and meaning in maps, charts,
and diagrams [50] conceptualized graphics representations as being graphic objects.
A graphic object could be elementary or composite; if composite, it consists of:
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Symbol type Attributes
Directed lines startpoint, midpoint, endpoint
Circle midpoint, radius, area
Text midpoint, label
Labeled arcs startpoint, midpoint, endpoint, label
State midpoint, radius, area, name, kind
Transition from, to, label
Table 5.1: FSA symbol types and their attributes
• a graphic space occupied by it,
• a set of graphic objects, which are contained within that graphic space, and
• a set of graphic relations in which these graphic objects are involved.
These graphic objects have visually perceivable attributes which are referred
to as visual attributes. Examples of visual attributes are size, shape, orientation,
and spatial position. CMGs enable the modeling of these attributes, making it an
attractive option for the specification of diagram syntax.
Each type in a CMG grammar has its individual attributes, and symbols of a
type have these attributes instantiated. There are two categories of attributes in
CMGs, which are the geometric attributes and semantic attributes. Examples of
geometric attributes are radius of a circle, and location of the circle while name of
a state, and type of a state are semantic attributes.
The presence of geometric and semantic attributes extends the possibilities avail-
able to a grammar writer utilizing CMGs. This is necessary given the diverseness
of how different diagram notations utilize visual elements to encode information.
In production rules, attributes must be well typed. That is, the attributes of
variables must match the attributes of the variable types [29]. The attributes of
the symbol on the left hand side of a production are obtained by an assignment
from its right hand side.
Constraints over attributes are used to steer the applications of the grammar
production; if the constraint is satisfied, then the production rule can be applied.
Table 5.1 shows some attributes of various terminal and non-terminal types in an
FSA diagram.
5.2.2 Constraints
Beside robust attribute definitions, CMGs employ the extensive use of constraints.
A constraint describes the composition for which a production is applicable. The
arguments of constraints are terms built from variables, functions, and constants
from a computation domain. The constraints and functions operating over values
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of constraints in CMG must be computable, and as such constraints include linear
and non-linear inequalities over the real numbers and over tuples of real numbers.
More complex constraints can be built by using logical operators such as AND and
NOT.
By using constraints, the relationship between a diagram and its components are
defined, and conditions for the application of production rules established. For a
non-terminal to be recognized from a multiset, the attributes of all tokens involved
must satisfy the given constraints in that production.
The constraints of CMGs’ enable information about spatial layouts and rela-
tionships to be naturally encoded in the grammar [105]. Using attributes of types
and geometric constraints, the spatial relationships in the diagram are maintained.
The full power of CMGs to specify the syntax of diagrammatic notations thus lie
in the proper usage of constraints.
Two types of constraints exist: negative and positive constraints.
5.2.2.1 Negative constraints
Negative constraints are used to ensure the non-existence of certain symbols in the
collection of symbols being examined for a production rule to be applicable. This
enables determinism in the CMG-based grammar, as it prevents the inadvertent
application of a potentially wrong production rule.
A rule may fit a collection of objects, but may not be the correct rule to use,
since not all eligible rules will always be valid rules. When a non-terminal features a
collection of primitives, and another non-terminal includes a similar arrangement of
primitives as part of its own collection, then the danger of ambiguity is introduced.
Ambiguity is excluded in a grammar by using negative constraints as it further
clarifies what it is the production aims to define.
For instance, a state symbol is a non-terminal, made up of a text terminal sym-
bol, located within a circle type. However, an accepting state non-terminal symbol
also fits that rule. Negative constraints can be used to eliminate this confusion
by adding a condition that a second circle with same midpoint does not exist in
the sub-diagram. Such ambiguity, which is one problem in the diagram recogni-
tion process, is therefore eliminated. Without negative constraints, it is difficult to
specify many naturally occurring visual languages [29].
5.2.3 Existential quantification
Constraints may require the existence or non-existence of particular tokens as con-
dition for the application of a production [29]; thereby involving other sub-diagrams
of the image in the production. Such existential constraints allow to check for the
presence of certain sub-diagrams in the collection, without them being reduced.
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For example, one way of specifying a transition is to describe it in terms of the
presence of a directed line, and two incident states. If this is written as a CMG
grammar production in the following snippet:
TransI : transition ::= LineJ : directedline, StateK : State, StateL : State where (
...},
the two states StateK and StateL will be reduced upon the application of the rule.
Obviously this is not the behaviour intended by the grammar writer. An existential
quantification is used to avoid a situation similar to this. It checks if a sub-diagram
exists before the production is applied, but does not reduce it.
This feature of the grammar introduces context-sensitivity. It has been observed
that natural visual languages are context-sensitive: Marriott [106] noted that graph-
based visual languages are not context-free and therefore existential quantifications
are useful in the specification of such languages.
5.2.4 Spatial relations in CMGs
There are no explicit representations for spatial relations in CMGs, in contrast
with other grammar formalisms where only a pre-defined number of spatial relation
operators, or meta-symbols representing spatial relations, are used. This is a key
advantage of CMGs over a significant number of other grammar types. Rather than
having an explicit set of such operators, CMG spatial relations are established by
the constraints in the grammar productions.
The objects in a multiset representing a diagram must contain a representation
of their geometry in terms of the coordinate information of the object [20]. The
constraints encode the spatial layout and relationship between a diagram and its
components. CMGs are therefore able to model spatial relations, without pre-
defining any particular sets of spatial relations, by using constraints on object
attributes.
The spatial relation containment existing between a character label and a state
in an FSA diagram is captured by the CMG grammar snippet:
StateX : state ::= CircleY : circle, TextZ : text where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint
...}
The constraint statement where CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint
establishes the spatial relation between the text and circle elements in this partic-
ular production. A similar production can be designed for the case of containment
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spatial relations in FSA diagrams where states are oval-shape; this also applies in
other productions where we assume states are circles.
5.2.5 Parsing
A parser for a CMG grammar repeatedly reduces objects which match the right-
hand side of a production to the object(s) specified by the left-hand side of the
production. Objects match if all the constraints of the production are satisfied [73].
Parsing with multisets is harder than parsing with formalisms based on strings.
It has been shown that for CMGs which are cycle free in the sense that no produc-
tion can rewrite a non-terminal into another non-terminal, the membership problem
is NP-hard [105]. It is known that a practical parser is obtainable for CMGs and
an algorithm for incremental parsing of CMGs is given in [105].
Although the majority of parsing applications of CMGs dealt with online di-
agrams [103], we believe that a CMG parser for oﬄine diagrams, such as those
being considered in our work, is less of a challenge than parsers for interactive di-
agramming. The reasons for this submission are two-fold. The first fact is that in
oﬄine diagrams, incremental parsing is not needed as the whole diagram is already
produced and therefore the parsing is relatively easier. The second reason, which
is linked to the first reason, is that the challenge of continual checking and main-
taining of the integrity of the parser state is absent in static parsing, since there
are no instances of the user modifying incomplete diagrams.
5.3 Morphology, syntax, and semantics of FSA
diagrams
In Chapter 3, the tasks involved in the interpretation and understanding of di-
agrams were enumerated, and the stages involved in the recognition of diagram
elements analysed. In the same chapter, the recognition of the elements of an FSA
diagram from a raster image representation was carried out.
However, it is the global arrangement of graphic objects in a diagram that
determines the information conveyed by the diagram, and not only the individual
primitive elements. For interpreting the global arrangement, a priori knowledge
about the diagram notation is required. Not only that, a means of representing the
knowledge in a way that could be used for interpretation is necessary. A syntactic
option allows capturing the syntax of a notation, and at the same time provides a
means of using the captured syntax in an analysis of the pattern.
The syntax of a diagram notation defines the elements used and how elements
can be combined. The semantics of a diagram defines the meaning of the individual
elements and their valid combinations.
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In this section we give a brief, informal discussion of the form, syntax and
semantics of the FSA diagram notation and proceed to writing a formal grammar
based on CMGs, for grouping individual graphic objects into higher (semantic)
constructs.
5.3.1 Elements of FSA diagrams
Diagrams are birthed from mental concepts in the mind of a writer, and a concrete
representation of that mental concept is created by representing it in a written and
structured visual form.
As long as readers are familiar with the notation used in producing the concept,
they are able to read the structured representation and at least grasp a picture of the
original concept in the writer’s mind as depicted in the diagram. This structured
visual form, which is made up of the visual elements, their arrangement, and the
encoding method, forms the syntax of that system of communication. We proceed
to examine these syntactic elements of FSA diagrams.
5.3.1.1 Morphology of FSA diagrams
The graphic form of an FSA diagram comprises an orderly arrangement of circles,
directed lines, and text. Circles are labeled with text, the text typically being
positioned in the middle portion of the circle. Directed lines are straight or curved
lines (arcs) with an arrow at one end; the end with the arrow is adjudged as the
target end while the tail of the line is regarded as the source end. Directed lines
are labeled with text which is usually positioned about the center point of the line,
to the top, bottom, left, or right regions.
As directed lines, circles, and text are the graphic primitives for FSA diagrams,
they constitute the terminal symbol types for the FSA grammar. The respective
attributes of these graphic objects are given in Table 5.1.
The graphic primitives are extracted at the earlier stage of the diagram recogni-
tion system. Similarly, the geometric attributes of these primitive elements would
have been previously extracted from the diagram image, including the coordinates
of the bounding boxes, and the centroids. The syntax is specified in terms of these
terminals and their attributes.
5.3.1.2 Syntax of FSA diagram notation
FSA diagrams are drawn according to a set of conventions covering the types of
graphic objects used to produce them to how these objects are arranged. Like any
other formal diagrammatic form, the rules guiding the production of FSA diagrams
form part of the diagram language. These rules ensure a standard in the creation
of FSA diagrams.
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As a result of those conventions, even if an FSA diagram is not explicitly labeled
as one, users familiar with FSA diagram syntax would recognize the diagram as
the image of an automaton. This uniformity in the structure of diagram instances
from the same notation family, which is due to an adherence to syntactic rules and
conventions, is an important feature for automatic recognition of diagrammatic
forms.
Some conventions used in the production of FSA diagrams are:
• Rules regarding states
States are drawn using closed polygons; by convention, circles are used. Ovals
may also be used. Although the geometric size of a state does not contribute
to the semantics, the size of the circle is typically kept uniform in the diagram.
For easy reference, states are labeled with text characters, with the label
positioned approximately about the midpoint of the state.
There are three kinds of states in an FSA diagram, and the visual depictions
of these states are described in Table 5.2. It is assumed that all states have
an incoming transition, and no state exists isolated from all others. All states
in the diagram are connected to at least one other state by transitions.
• Rules regarding transitions
Transitions in an FSA diagrams are represented as labeled directed arcs (ar-
rows). Directed arcs are labeled with text characters representing the input
from one state to another. Transitions exist between states and always have
a source and target state; as such, there cannot be a ‘floating’ end (except
for the start state arrow).
• Spatial relations rules
The permitted arrangement of the graphic objects in the FSA diagram de-
pend on the object concerned and the referent object involved. Two diagram
objects have relationships based on their individual object type. For instance,
the legal relationship between a circle and another circle is containment ; such
a relationship is found in the accepting states. In all, the valid relations for
objects are containment, connection (touch), and adjacency (near).
The connection relation is exhibited in the state-arc composition, with the
extreme ends of an arc interconnecting with a point on the state’s border. The
adjacency relationship covers the analysis of proximity between an object and
its neighbour(s), such as the line-label relationship in arcs.
• Labels
States and transitions are labeled with one or more characters, and these are
simply treated as text strings. In certain instances, the transition label could
be two or more different values separated by a delimiter symbol such as a
comma.
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Visual marks Syntactic element Semantic element
Circle, text circle with text inside Normal state
Arrow, circle, text unlabeled arrow connected to a circle
with text inside
Start state
Circle, text two concentric circles with text inside Accepting state
Directed line, text directed line with adjacent text Transition
Table 5.2: Visual markings mapped to FSA semantics.
5.3.1.3 Semantic elements of FSA diagram notation
In terms of semantics, an FSA diagram instance consists of a start state, accepting
state(s), normal state(s), and transitions. Between states, there could be one or
more transitions. States have names, and the transitions from one state to an-
other have labels. The mapping of these semantic elements from respective visual
elements is shown in Table 5.2.
The non-terminal symbol types for an FSA diagram include these semantic ele-
ments namely the start state, accepting state(s), normal state(s), and transition(s).
5.4 Formalizing the syntax of FSA diagrams using
CMGs
Parsing an FSA diagram requires formalizing the syntax of FSA notation. The
preceding sections on FSA diagram notation form a background for writing a CMG
grammar for FSA diagrams. To write a grammar, the constructs of the language
are first divided into syntactic categories [115]. A syntactic category is a sub-
language (in our case a sub-diagram) that embodies a particular concept; examples
of syntactic categories in programming languages are expressions, statements, and
declarations [115].
For FSA diagrams, the syntactic categories are arcs (an arc in this instance
comprises two non-terminals, a directed line terminal symbol and a text terminal
symbol), the various types of states and transitions. Each syntactic category is
denoted by a main non-terminal, and additional non-terminals may be needed to
describe a syntactic category.
5.4.1 Grammar symbol type declarations
Applying CMGs require that all symbol types used in the grammar be stated.
Terminal and non-terminal symbol types as well as their attributes are expected to
be included in these declarations. For an FSA diagram grammar, the symbol types
listed in Table 5.1 are declared.
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Additionally, we declare three non-terminal symbol FSAStates which are a mul-
tiset of all the states in the diagram, FSATrans, a multiset of all transitions in the
diagram, and FSA, the start symbol. The respective data types of the attributes
have been left out in these declarations. The data types for most attributes are el-
ementary data types, except for attributes of the FSAStates, FSATrans, and FSA
symbols, which are multisets. In the following declaration the lowercase is used
only for style and does not refer to any particular difference to those written in a
different case.
declare symboltype arc (startpoint, midpoint, endpoint, label, pairing): nonterminal;
declare symboltype transition (from, to, label): nonterminal;
declare symboltype state (name, midpoint, radius, kind): nonterminal;
declare symboltype fsatrans (): nonterminal;
declare symboltype fsastates (): nonterminal;
declare symboltype fsa (fsastates, fsatrans): starttype;
5.4.1.1 Production for labeled arcs
A labeled arc (or arc for short) ArcI, is a multiset containing a directed line LineJ
and a text TextK symbol type, with the condition that TextK is adjacent (is the
nearest) text element to LineJ ; the attribute ArcI.label of ArcI is obtained from
TextK.label by assignment. Similarly, the attributes ArcI.startpoint are obtained
from LineJ.startpoint, ArcI.midpoint from LineJ.midpoint, and ArcI.endpoint from
LineJ.endpoint by assignment. An external function isadjacent checks whether
TextK is the closest text element to LineJ. In CMG-based grammars, additional
functionality which are outside the operations of the associated constraint solver
can be introduced. These are handled by external functions such as isadjacent.
Our grammar production for an arc therefore is:
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5.4.1.2 Production for normal states
A normal state StateX is a multiset containing symbol types circle, CircleY, and
text TextZ ; with the condition that CircleY.midpoint is at TextZ.midpoint. The
attributes set of StateX (name, midpoint, radius) are derived by assignment, where
StateX.name is obtained from TextZ.label, StateX.midpoint from CircleY.midpoint,
and StateX.radius from CircleY.radius. The negative constraints feature of the
CMG allows to specify a condition making the production valid only if an additional
circle sharing the midpoint is not present.
The CMG grammar production for a normal state therefore is:
StateX : state ::= CircleY : circle, TextZ : text where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint AND
not exist CircleA : circle







5.4.1.3 Productions for start and accepting states
A start state has all the features of a normal state with the addition of a directed
line pointing to it. The line involved does not have a text label attached to it. The
negative constraints feature of the CMG allows to specify a condition making the
production valid only if a directed line, LineA, which does not have a text label in
its neighbourhood, exists.
Our CMG grammar production for a start state is:
StateX : state ::= CircleY : circle, TextZ : text, LineA : directedline where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint
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StateX.kind = “start state”;
}
In the instance of an accepting state, the presence of an additional circle, CircleA,
in the vicinity of a state symbol confirms a symbol as an accepting state.








StateX.kind = “accepting state”;
}
5.4.1.4 Production for transitions
A transition, TransJ, is a multiset containing states StateX and StateY, and an
arc, ArcZ, such that ArcZ is paired with StateX, and also paired with StateY.
Evaluating this condition consequently involves some additional computation.
This particular production case for transitions requires an external function
ispaired which returns a boolean value that either confirms or rejects the test.
The parameters of ispaired are the pairing data for ArcZ, and the bounding box
coordinates of StateX and StateY.
Furthermore, they utilize existential quantification, since we do not want states
StateX and StateY reduced when the production is applied. The grammar pro-
duction for the FSA diagram transition non-terminal therefore is:
TransJ :transition ::= ArcZ : arc where (
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TransJ.label = ArcZ.label;
}
5.4.1.5 Production for the grammar start symbol
The start symbol FsaX consists of a multiset of states and transitions; essentially
an FSA diagram is a collection of states and transitions. The CMG formalism
includes features which allow all sub-diagrams of the same type to be collected.
Like in the other productions, constraints can be added to restrict membership to
certain types of sub-diagrams only [29]. All symbols of type states are collected
into FSAStatesX and all symbols of type transition are collected into FSATransY.
FsaX : fsa ::= allStateA : state, allT ransB : transition where (true)
{
FSAStatesX = {StateX.name};
FSATransY = {TransY.from, TransY.to, T ransY.label};
}
By the production collecting recognized states and transitions (as multisets)
into the start symbol, the ‘read’ or ‘interpreted’ diagram is obtainable, since the
different primitive elements of the FSA diagram have been grouped into various
semantic elements according to the syntax of FSA notations.
The grammar described in this chapter and the output from the diagram image
analysis stage (discussed in Chapter 3), are key inputs for a parsing procedure which
will use the grammar to interpret the primitives and their spatial arrangements. In
Chapter 6, each stage of our recognition system is tested by experiments and the
results reported, including an overview of how this FSA grammar will be applied
in the interpretation of FSA diagrams.
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Experiments and results
“Test all things, hold on fast to that which is good” (1 Thes. 5:21, King James
Version).
This thesis concentrates on the automatic extraction of domain specific meaning
from a diagram image, in particular FSA diagrams. While our concern is biased
towards the high level interpretation of diagram semantics, such level of interpre-
tation, however, is dependent on first obtaining the concrete visual and spatial
elements of the diagram.
Since a tool to satisfactorily extract such information was not readily available,
and attempting to use standard commercial OCR software failed, the first part
of this thesis examined the design of a graphics recognition system for extracting
diagram contents needed to interpret diagrams. The system operates sequentially,
with output from one phase serving as input into the next phase.
The major phases of our graphics recognition system which is presented visually
in Figure 6.1 are skeletonization, text-graphics separation, graphics decomposition
(node-link separation), graphics categorization, and the semantic interpretation
phase. In this chapter, the operation of these phases is examined.
6.1 Testing the recognition system
The multiphase nature of diagram recognition systems informs experimentation on
a phase-by-phase basis. In carrying out these tests, the qualitative effectiveness
of each phase is tested and reported. The output at that stage is evaluated and
thereafter, testing proceeds to the next phase.
The input to each phase will be an ideal output instance obtained from the
previous phase. For example, the text-graphics separation phase should output,
amongst others, a graphic image layer containing graphics elements only. This
output is the expected input to the graphics decomposition phase.
84
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Figure 6.1: The FSA diagram recognition scheme.
(CC–Connected component. OCR–Optical Character Recognition).
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If the actual output is less than ideal, for instance in the case of text charac-
ters not completely removed from the graphics, an ideal output image (manually
corrected) will be used as input to test the next phase of the diagram recognition
process. The individual strengths and weaknesses of various phases of the system is
thereby discovered and clearly analysed, allowing more of the challenges in graph-
ics recognition to be seen, and showing areas requiring improvement and further
research.
6.1.1 Testing setup
The system was implemented using the Enthought Python Distribution [1] of the
Python programming language. The distribution provides a comprehensive envi-
ronment for scientific computing and makes it easy to access and manage Python
packages such as the Python Image Library (PIL), Numpy, and scikit-image, among
over 250 scientific and analytic Python packages. These contain some essential li-
braries for implementing image and computer vision processing in Python. An
advantage of these libraries in terms of availability is the fact that they are open-
source.
The scikit-image image processing library [149] version 0.10.1, includes image
processing modules such as Feature, Measure, and Morphology which were useful
in implementing this recognition system.
The development and testing hardware is a 32-bit, 2.40GHz Intel Core i5 pro-
cessor computer with 4GB random access memory (RAM), running the Windows
7 operating system.
6.1.1.1 Diagrams used in the experiments
Real-life diagrams were obtained, each representing different looks of instructional
diagrams. Three of the test diagrams shown in Figure 6.2 respectively will be used
to illustrate and analyse the various parts of our recognition system in detail.
The variety of possible styles used in the production of diagrams is the first
observation we point out. The diagrams also vary in quality and content. Figure 6.2
shows thumbnails of the test diagrams. Larger sizes of the test diagrams are shown
in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
The major differences between the images include positioning of arc arrowheads
relative to the respective circles they are directed at, and stroke styles. In the case of
arrowheads, they could either touch the circles as is the case in Fsa1 (Figure 6.3) or
could have a gap between the arrowhead and circle border as in Fsa2 (Figure 6.4).
These properties potentially influence the diagram recognition process and had to
be considered in designing the diagram recognition system.
A number of limitations exists with the recognition stage of the interpretation
system. In non-planar graphs, the connecting lines cross at some points. This
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(a) Fsa1. (b) Fsa2. (c) Fsa3.
Figure 6.2: Thumbnails of some diagrams used in experiments.
Figure 6.3: Fsa1. An FSA diagram drawn with lines touching circles, taken
from [138].
Figure 6.4: Fsa2. An FSA diagram drawn with lines detached from nodes.
condition is not currently catered for in the structural recognition phase as the
functionality requires additional processing. This was dealt with in [6]. However,
the semantic interpretation phase is not impacted, since there is no syntactic de-
notation attached to crossing lines in the FSA diagram notation.
Similarly, if arc labels are positioned such that they break the line into sepa-
rate segments, it leads to erroneous recognition as the condition is currently not
addressed by the recognition system.
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Figure 6.5: Fsa3. A hand-drawn FSA diagram with most directed lines detached
from the nodes [141].
6.1.2 Sequence of operations and the resulting output
For each diagram tested, a series of outputs are obtained. The output is either
graphics, or a combination of numeric and alphanumeric values. The flow of op-
erations in the recognition system is presented in Figure 6.1. The skeletonization,
text-graphics separation, element categorization, and arrowhead recognition pro-
cesses produce images as output.
The pairing process, which assigns to an arc a proximally located circle at each of
the two ends, produces alphanumeric results. This process lists the arc coordinates,
and the node coordinates associated with each directed line. The archead detection
process detects the target end of arcs in the diagram, and reports which segment
of the directed line bears the arrowhead.
The line and node processing stage produces a summary of the various elements
detected and what class of elements they belong to. An additional class named
miscellaneous designates the category of elements the recognition system is unable
to identify.
6.2 Recognition tests and results
The input diagrams are either existing images from electronic documents or dia-
grams scanned from textbooks at varying resolutions and dimensions. After acquir-
ing the image, applying thresholding, and inverting it (changing background pixels
from white to black and the foreground pixels from black to white), it is saved as
a monochrome bitmap image. The inverted image is then skeletonized, separated
into different layers, and the elements identified. In this section, these processes
are tested and the results reported. The reader may note that all images are shown
in the non-inverted form, for legibility reasons.
6.2.1 Skeletonization results
The respective skeleton images for the diagrams are shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7, and
6.8. While the skeleton images produced by the skeletonization process maintained
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connectivity of contours, junction patterns, especially those at the boundaries of
circles, exhibit significant variations.
Figure 6.6: Skeleton image for Fsa1.
Figure 6.7: Skeleton image for Fsa2.
Figure 6.8: Skeleton image for Fsa3.
Almost every junction region in the skeleton image has its own unique pattern.
The images in Figure 6.9 show four different pixel arrangements for the same 270◦
junction type from Fsa1.
It can be observed from the images that junction patterns vary within images
and also across different images. This situation is a principal source of challenge
to the node-link separation process as will be seen later.
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Figure 6.9: Segments of Fsa1 show a set of similar junction types, but with each
having a different pixel pattern. The junction areas are highlighted with red out-
lines.
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Figure 6.10: Text layer for Fsa1.
Figure 6.11: Graphics layer for Fsa1.
6.2.2 Text-graphics separation results
Text-graphics segmentation results for test diagrams are shown in Figures 6.10,
6.12, and 6.14. The respective graphics layers remaining after the separation process
are shown in Figures 6.11, 6.13, and 6.15.
The results show that all text characters were successfully extracted from the
diagrams in the test set. The text layer for Fsa1 (Figure 6.10) shows the problem
of merged text (see for example the label at the bottom right of Figure 6.10). The
merged text occurred after skeletonization was carried out on the image, and it
was due to the closeness of the text characters in the diagram. Therefore, for
the actual character recognition, using regions extracted from the original diagram
may be a better choice. Since the position of text is established by the text-
graphics separation, the text region can be directly extracted from the original
non-skeletonized image.
6.2.3 Graphics decomposition (node-link separation)
The identification of every symbol in the diagram is necessary for its correct in-
terpretation. If one element is not correctly detected as a result of incomplete
separation, it affects the detection of the conjoined partner and overall, the inter-
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Figure 6.12: Text layer for Fsa2.
Figure 6.13: Graphics layer for Fsa2.
Figure 6.14: Text layer for Fsa3.
Figure 6.15: Graphics layer for Fsa3.
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pretation of the diagram. Nodes are important elements in FSA diagrams and all
nodes must be located and separated from connecting lines so that they can be
identified.
The junction identification process as earlier described in Section 3.3.3.2, de-
tects all junction points but has challenges with distinguishing which pixels in the
junction vicinity lie on the node borders and which are part of the connection line.
This deficiency is mainly due to the unpredictable junction patterns. This leads to
failure of the node-link separation in some cases. Junctions where the separation
process failed can be seen in Figure 6.17, which are highlighted in Figure 6.18. This
problem is exacerbated by the fact that the attempt to identify pixels belonging
to the line element is based on analysing local segments over an area covering only
3× 3 pixels.
Increasing the size of the window area to a 5×5 pixel area for example does not
yield an improvement in the instances we examined. This is because the conditions
challenging the determination of line pixels from node pixels are still present (un-
predictable junction patterns and local analysis) even though the area increases.
Line analysis (for instance line following) is a possible solution however it is not a
local operation.
The disturbed nature of pixels at the junctions in skeleton images of the di-
agrams also raise major issues. The first issue is the attendant complication in
detecting junctions. Identifying pixels of the connecting line at a junction becomes
complicated due to the range of possible patterns that must be searched for. The
set of possible patterns at junctions far exceeds the number of model junction pat-
terns (lines joining node borders at 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦, and
360◦). Secondly, the node outline structures are not smooth, nor are they always
regularly patterned.
Figure 6.16: Fsa1 node-link separation result.
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Figure 6.17: Fsa1 unsevered junctions are marked by red outlines in this diagram.
Our solution to failed node-link separation is the unconditional disconnection
of all points that are potential node-link junctions. While this operation leads to
fragmentation of the symbols affected, the benefit is that all junction points in the
image are detected and severed. The disadvantage is that node borders become
fragmented.
The unconditional disconnection of junctions is the final step after all model
junction patterns may have been searched for and an attempt made to disconnect
the incident line from the symbol border. The results for the unconditional discon-
nection operation show that all the junctions, as well as arrow heads, are separated
by the process. The image in Figure 6.16 shows the line-symbol disconnection re-
sult of Fsa1, and Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show enlarged segments of the diagram and
highlights where node-link separation failed. Figure 6.19 shows the unconditional
disconnection results for the diagram.
The process of identifying circles and lines in the image succeeds when the node
is not fragmented due to a broken boundary. However, if node boundaries are
broken due to the disconnection of junctions, an additional process is required to
reconstruct the borders from the border fragments. Therefore, a special reconstruc-
tion operation is applied on node elements after the unconditional disconnection
operation is applied. Some research on the reconstruction of contours and lines are
found in [81, 133, 153].
The automatic reconstruction process which must follow the unconditional dis-
connection process is not yet implemented, and is left to further research. The
manual reconstruction process of Fsa1 results in the image shown in Figure 6.20.
This reconstructed version of Fsa1 is used as input for the next phase.
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Figure 6.18: Unsevered junctions in Fsa1 highlighted with yellow outlines.
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Figure 6.19: Unconditional decomposition of junctions in Fsa1.
Figure 6.20: Fsa1 reconstructed after unconditional decomposition.
6.2.4 Categorization of diagram components
The symbol recognition phase undertakes classification of the remaining graphics
into either lines or circles. Figures 6.21, 6.23, and 6.24 show the objects classified
as circles, and Figures 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27 show the objects classified as lines. Com-
paring these images with the related miscellaneous category image (Figure 6.30)
shows which elements in the diagram are undetected. Overall, it is conjoined ele-
ments that remain undetected. It is noteworthy that all isolated node elements in
the diagrams Fsa1, Fsa2, and Fsa3 are identified. For Fsa2, no undetected element
remained.
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Figure 6.21: Elements categorized as circles in Fsa1 before node-link separation.
Only the inner circles of the concentric circle representing accepting states are
recognized.
Figure 6.22: Additional elements categorized as circles in Fsa1 after node-link
separation. All nodes are recognized.
Figure 6.23: Elements categorized as circles in Fsa2.
Figure 6.24: Elements categorized as circles in Fsa3.
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Figure 6.25: Arc elements in Fsa1.
Figure 6.26: Arc elements in Fsa2.
Figure 6.27: Arc elements in Fsa3.
The miscellaneous layer contains unrecognized diagram elements. As earlier
noted, the likely elements in this layer are unsegmented objects in the diagram.
Figures 6.28 and 6.30 show the miscellaneous elements in the diagrams.
The two elements recognised as text for Fsa1 (after reconstrution) are actually
arcs. In the original diagram with text, the presence of text in the image results
in lower median value. But since there are no text characters in the image when
it goes through the second recognition attempt, the median value becomes high
and smaller objects having text like features such as the small arcs (see 6.29) are
categorised as text. This will be rectified in future work. A possible solution is to
ensure that values from the first round of recognition are stored and maintained
for use on subsequent rounds of the recognition process. After reconstruction, the
orginal median and mean values are used as parameters; in that way, new values
which will cause such errors are avoided.
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Figure 6.28: Miscellaneous layer for Fsa1 before node-link separation. After sepa-
ration, no element remain undetected.
Figure 6.29: Elements classified as text in Fsa1 after node-link separation. The
identification of these arcs failed because they were smaller than the median size
of objects in the separated diagram.
Figure 6.30: Miscellaneous layer for Fsa3. The conjoined elements resulted in
non-recognition.
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Arc Bounding box coordinates
Arc0 58, 307, 79, 603
Arc1 95, 24, 100, 62
Arc2 97, 138, 100, 239
Arc3 100, 315, 103, 418
Arc4 114, 135, 250, 420
Arc5 120, 318, 261, 600
Arc6 123, 300, 240, 424
Arc7 129, 486, 247, 606
Arc8 130, 130, 243, 254
Arc9 133, 314, 255, 434
Arc10 134, 100, 228, 104
Arc11 141, 633, 237, 637
Arc12 270, 318, 277, 421
Arc13 274, 498, 279, 599
Arc14 302, 121, 325, 438
Table 6.1: Bounding box coordinates for detected arcs in Fsa1.
Node Bounding box coordinates
Circle0 60, 63, 133, 137
Circle1 64, 240, 137, 314
Circle2 67, 420, 140, 494
Circle3 67, 598, 140, 671
Circle4 231, 65, 304, 139
Circle5 235, 243, 308, 317
Circle6 238, 423, 311, 497
Circle7 239, 600, 312, 674
Table 6.2: Bounding box coordinates for detected nodes in Fsa1.
6.2.5 Pairing connecting lines (arcs) with nodes
Each arc in the image has a relationship with a source and a target node (except
the arc symbolizing the start state). The purpose of the pairing operation is to
identify the nodes to which each arc is linked. However, it does not identify which
is the source node and which is the target node. A later arrowhead recognition
operation does that.
Figure 6.25 shows the set of arcs detected in Fsa1, and the results of the pairing
process for Fsa1 is produced in Table 6.3. The results of the pairing stage show
that the operation successfully identifies all the circles to which each line is related.
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Arc-node pairing summary
Arc 0 ending at column 603 pairs Circle 1 ending at column 314
Arc 0 ending at column 603 pairs Circle 3 ending at column 671
Arc 1 ending at column 62 pairs Circle 0 ending at column 137
Arc 2 ending at column 239 pairs Circle 0 ending at column 137
Arc 2 ending at column 239 pairs Circle 0 ending at column 137
Arc 2 ending at column 239 pairs Circle 1 ending at column 314
Arc 3 ending at column 418 pairs Circle 1 ending at column 314
Arc 3 ending at column 418 pairs Circle 1 ending at column 314
Arc 3 ending at column 418 pairs Circle 2 ending at column 494
Arc 4 ending at column 420 pairs Circle 4 ending at column 139
Arc 4 ending at column 420 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 5 ending at column 600 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 5 ending at column 600 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 5 ending at column 600 pairs Circle 7 ending at column 674
Arc 6 ending at column 424 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 6 ending at column 424 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 7 ending at column 606 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 7 ending at column 606 pairs Circle 7 ending at column 674
Arc 8 ending at column 254 pairs Circle 4 ending at column 139
Arc 8 ending at column 254 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 9 ending at column 434 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 9 ending at column 434 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 12 ending at column 421 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 12 ending at column 421 pairs Circle 5 ending at column 317
Arc 12 ending at column 421 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 13 ending at column 599 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 13 ending at column 599 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Arc 13 ending at column 599 pairs Circle 7 ending at column 674
Arc 14 ending at column 438 pairs Circle 4 ending at column 139
Arc 14 ending at column 438 pairs Circle 6 ending at column 497
Table 6.3: Arc-node pairing for Fsa1. The information is presented only as a coarse
illustration of the underlying process.
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6.2.6 Results of the arrowhead detection process
The source and target points of directed lines must also be identified. The identifi-
cation of these relationships is based on the arrowheads of the arcs. The arrowhead
detection process is based on the assumption that arrowhead regions have more
foreground pixels than other portions of the line.
The results of the arrowhead detection in test FSA diagrams are shown in the
images in Figures 6.31, 6.32 and 6.33. The region detected as bearing the arrowhead
is highlighted with a black block.
Figure 6.31: Fsa1 arrowhead detection results. The black blocks mark the sections
of the arc bearing the arrowhead; whether the leftmost or the rightmost segment of
the arc. The markings overlap due to the high density of the arcs in this particular
case.
Figure 6.32: Fsa2 arrowhead detection results. Red outlines highlight wrong de-
tection of arrowheads in looped arcs.
In looped arcs, the end carrying the arrowhead will likely always have a lower
number of pixels, this is due to the fact that one side of looped arcs is a somewhat
open section as seen from the area labeled Z1 in Figure 6.34. The arrowhead
detection process examines the two extreme sections of the arc (Zones Z1 and Z4)
seeking for the zone with a higher foreground pixel count. Hence, arrowheads in
looped directed lines - such as those highlighted with additional red outline in
Figures 6.32 and 6.33 are not correctly detected. However, this error does not
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impact the interpretation, since loops have their source and target pointing at the
same node.
Figure 6.33: Fsa3 arrowhead detection results. Red outlines highlight wrong de-
tection of arrowheads in looped arcs.
The special directed arc in FSA diagrams marking the start state can be directly
identified in the image by searching for an arc with one ‘unbounded’ side. However,
this is a notation-specific detail, and is left to the semantic interpretation stages.
Figure 6.34: Looped arc divided into four zones. Zone Z1 has fewer foreground
pixels than Z4. This causes failure of the arrowhead detection process when applied
to looped arcs.
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6.3 Spatial parsing process of a typical FSA
diagram based on our FSA grammar
The recognition and interpretation process for an FSA diagram was illustrated
in Figure 6.1. The bottom-up parser parses the diagram according to the CMG
grammar, with the set of rules presented in Figure 6.35; the diagram’s primitives as
well as their attributes have been extracted as described in an earlier section, and
stored in a database. These rules have been discussed in Chapter 5. The grammar
and the database are input into the parser.
Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 show the actual information extracted from Fsa2,
as stored in the database to be passed to the parsing procedure. The information
include centroid coordinates, bounding box coordinates, and pairing information
for directed lines detected in the diagram. Without loss of generality, and due to
repetitiveness, we continue our example only with Fsa2.
Rule 1:










StateX:state ::= CircleY:circle, TextZ:Text where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint AND
not exist CircleZ:circle








StateX:state ::= CircleY:circle, CircleA:circle, TextZ:Text where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint
CircleA.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint
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StateX.kind = "accepting state";
}
Rule 4:
StateX:state ::= CircleY:circle, TextZ:Text, LineA:directedline where (
CircleY.midpoint == TextZ.midpoint) AND
not exist TextT:text




StateX.kind = "start state";
}
Rule 5:
TransJ: transition ::= ArcZ:arc where (
exist StateX:state, StateY:state where (







FsaX:fsa ::= all StateA:state, all TransB:transition where (true)
{
FSAStatesX = {StateX.name };
FSATransY = {TransY.from, TransY.to, TransY.label };
}
Figure 6.35: FSA Grammar Production Rules.
In Figure 6.36, the highlighted areas show groups of primitives which are reduced
into non-terminal symbols based on Rule 1. The rule reduces directed lines with
adjacent text primitives to type Arc. These newly created objects are added to the
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ParseForest. The ParseForest is a data structure holding the multiset of parse
trees.
The attributes of Arc objects are inherited from those of the terminal symbols
involved in the reduction. Rule 1 reduces the primitives highlighted, introduc-
ing six new non-terminal objects into the ParseForest. These are highlighted in
Figure 6.36.
Directed lines 1-7 of Table 6.4, text elements 8-11, and 18-19 of Table 6.5 are
candidate primitives for Rule 1. By comparing the bounding box information for
the directed lines and text elements from Tables 6.4 and 6.5, the parser is able to
find the closest text element to each of the directed lines present in the diagram.
From the tables it can be seen that Element 1 has bounding box x extents between
pixel location 154 and 427, and Element 8 has its x extents between pixel position
163 and 187, making it the text element nearest to Element 1 in the x direction.
Figure 6.36: Each individual group of highlighted elements is reduced to a labeled
arc.
Rule 2 searches for circle primitives with text inside them, with the condition
that there is no inner circle. Three such circles matching this rule are found in
the database. The individual circles and their text label primitives are reduced to
non-terminals of type normal state, and added to the ParseForest. In Figure 6.37,
the three states and existing non-terminals are highlighted.
Some extracted information about the circle elements in the diagram is contained
in Table 6.6. Using this information, the parser searches the database, and can
apply Rule 2 to process circles 21-22 and text elements 15-16. The circle Element
20 and Element 23 does not fit the conditions in the rules because two circles
enclose the text Element 17.
In a similar fashion, Rule 3 searches for circles. The circles that are left will be
those which have not been reduced by Rule 2. The rule confirms an accepting state
by the presence of a state within the circle. In Figure 6.38, the state recognized as
an accepting state is indicated by the dotted arrow.
The next rule (Rule 4 ) searches for a directed line. If found, and under the
conditions that the line has only one side paired to a state, the state is assigned as
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ID Centroid coordinates Bounding box coordinates
1 323, 166 154, 217, 199, 427
2 534, 167 154, 430, 199, 635
3 113, 237 205, 85, 283, 159
4 731, 237 205, 687, 283, 761
5 76, 293 288, 9, 299, 136
6 527, 396 366, 426, 410, 630
7 312, 406 367, 213, 423, 418
Table 6.4: Directed lines information extracted from Fsa2.
ID Centroid coordinates Bounding box coordinates
8 314, 176 163, 308, 187, 323
9 531, 174 164, 524, 187, 540
10 745, 244 231, 739, 255, 754
11 101, 242 232, 94, 255, 110
12 422, 265 250, 400, 306, 446
13 626, 265 250, 604, 306, 650
14 207, 270 255, 185, 311, 231
15 451, 301 284, 444, 316, 461
16 655, 301 285, 645, 316, 665
17 236, 304 290, 227, 321, 247
18 531, 388 378, 524, 401, 540
19 314, 402 389, 308, 413, 323
Table 6.5: Text character locations extracted from Fsa2 diagram.
ID Centroid coordinates Bounding box coordinates
20 216.8977273, 281 204, 139, 360, 295
21 429.8977273, 281 204, 352, 360, 508
22 628.8977273, 281 204, 551, 360, 707
23 216.7800587, 281 221, 156, 343, 278
Table 6.6: Circle information extracted from Fsa2.
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Directed line Circle
(217 , 199) (295 , 204)
(217 , 199) (508 , 204)
(217 , 199) (278 , 221)
(430 , 199) (508 , 204)
(430 , 199) (707 , 204)
(85 , 283) (295 , 204)
(85 , 283) (278 , 221)
(687 , 283) (707 , 204)
(9 , 299) (295 , 204)
(9 , 299) (278 , 221)
(426 , 410) (508 , 204)
(426 , 410) (707 , 204)
(213 , 423) (295 , 204)
(213 , 423) (508 , 204)
Table 6.7: Arc-node pairing information for Fsa2. First set of values is part of the
bounding box values of an arc, while the second set is from the paired circle.
Figure 6.37: The primitives in areas highlighted in green are reduced to states.
a start state. The line is then reduced. In Figure 6.39 the arrow points to an oval
shape highlighting the region operated on by the production rule.
Rule 5 searches for labeled arcs (non-terminals obtained from the first rule) in
the ParseForest. It then converts those to transitions, if they have source and
target states. The states are not reduced due to the fact that they are referenced
through existential quantifications.
Rule 6 collects multisets for the various states and transitions; effectively the
whole diagram has been recognized and the primitives have all been reduced into
various non-terminals and finally into the complete diagram. Figure 6.40 shows the
various objects affected by this production highlighted by the overlying ellipse.
During parsing, the database is searched several times per production, and lo-
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Figure 6.38: Accepting state is highlighted by a dotted arrow. Rule 3 creates a
start state from the multiset of circle and state.
Figure 6.39: The start state region is highlighted by an arrow with dotted line.
cating the particular symbols matching the various constraints in the production
rules is not a trivial task. The efficiency of the parsing process can be improved by
the use of a database structure which makes the retrieval of these objects faster.
In the parser implementation of [73], a kd-tree was used.
The figures used for illustrating the parsing process show that the various objects
matching the constraints involved in a production are often positioned about the
same area in the diagram. This phenomenon can be exploited in the parsing process;
instead of naively searching all symbols of the type stated in a production, the
parser searches objects around a local region.
This region can be established as a pre-set offset from the primary object in-
volved in the production. For example, if one object matching the set involved in a
production rule has been found anchored at a point (x, y), objects positioned at a
distance i in the four cardinal directions away from point (x, y) will be the primary
focus, and the search scope can be expanded if the object is not found within that
primary focus area.
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Figure 6.40: All primitives are treated and the diagram completely interpreted.
6.3.1 Summary of results
The first part of this work was to show that the required data for the semantic
interpretation of a FSA diagram can be automatically obtained from a raw diagram
image, and to show a practical approach to achieving the extraction.
The results from our recognition system shows circles, arcs, arrowheads, and
junctions are detected and recognized reasonably well. A summary of the results
for the recognition of the FSA diagrams used in this discussion are shown in Ta-
bles 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10.
Diagram dimensions(row, column) (360, 756)
Total number of foreground pixels 4158
Number of detected circles in the image 8
Number of detected arcs in the image 15
Number of detected text characters in the image 2
Number of undetected elements in the image 0
Number of detected node-link connections in the
image
30
Total time taken by the system (in seconds) 6.04
Table 6.8: Detection summary for Fsa1. This result is after text-graphics separa-
tion, and reconstruction.
The key weakness in our proposed system currently lies with the separation
of lines from the symbols. Further work needs to be carried out on the task of
separating lines and nodes without breaking the node borders, and at the same
time ensuring that all node-link junctions are disconnected.
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Diagram dimensions(row, column) (600, 800)
Total number of foreground pixels 3825
Number of detected circles in the image 4
Number of detected arcs in the image 7
Number of detected text characters in the image 12
Number of undetected elements in the image 0
Number of detected node-link connections in the
image
14
Total time taken by the system (in seconds) 5.18
Table 6.9: Detection summary for Fsa2.
Diagram dimensions(row, column) (304, 1013)
Total number of foreground pixels 4612
Number of detected circles in the image 6
Number of detected arcs in the image 7
Number of detected text characters in the image 13
Number of undetected elements in the image 1
Number of detected node-link connections in the
image
14
Total time taken by the system (in seconds) 5.05
Table 6.10: Detection summary for Fsa3.
If these processes are successfully executed, the effectiveness of the recognition
system will be closer to that of an application which can be used in everyday
analysis of node-link diagrams.
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Conclusion
The task of developing a real-world practical recognition system for the automatic
interpretation of Finite State Automata (FSA) diagrams has been examined. This
task spans the whole chain of processes necessary to process a raster diagram image,
analyze it, and obtain a representation of the contents of the diagram, according
to the notation used in encoding the information.
This task is a fairly complex one as other major subtasks are involved. In solving
the sub-problems, there are also different techniques to choose from and these need
to be integrated. Our approach attempts to pattern the recognition process as a
series of operations abstractly modeled after compilers. The aspects involved in
the recognition system are grouped into two main phases. One phase deals with
the concrete structure of the diagram (lexical aspect) and the other deals with
the syntax and semantic aspects of the diagram. Having distinguished two clearly
different but interrelated subtasks, the problem of finding a way to solve the tasks,
remained. Note that we assumed an input image of reasonable quality from printed
pages, and a high-quality scan of the image.
In terms of structure, node-link diagrams (the family of diagrams to which FSA
diagrams belong) have relatively simple structures, compared to other technical
diagrams. We showed that the lexical extraction process of the constituents of
these diagrams can be handled by known image processing and pattern recognition
methods. Our own implementation did not include all possibilities in the graphics
recognition system, due to time constraints. For example, we did not implement
the recognition of intersecting lines, and the node-link separation phase can also
be improved. However, we pointed out well-known solutions in such cases.
For interpreting the semantics of the diagram according to the domain, we came
to the conclusion that Constraint Multiset Grammars (CMG) were the best option;
serving as a suitable alternative to developing an ad hoc grammar. CMGs do not
restrict the scope of allowed spatial relations which can be modeled, and neither
are limits placed on the attributes of diagram objects (however they must be com-
putable). This is in sharp contrast to other grammars where connection properties
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are pre-defined.
CMGs provide a means for describing the syntax of diagram notations. The
grammar further provides a means for the analysis of diagram structure from the
collection of diagram tokens and their features as extracted from the diagram.
The problem of adapting string type grammars to analyzing multi-dimensional
representations is eliminated by using the CMG formalism.
Our observation is that CMGs have not been used in oﬄine recognition as much
as they have been used in sketch recognition and smart diagram applications. This
fact notwithstanding, the confines of static diagram parsing is within the scope
of dynamic parsing when it comes to CMGs. As earlier noted in Chapter 5, the
parsing features required for online recognition is more than that required by oﬄine
recognition.
Finally, we observe that our two phase approach enables a common framework
for addressing the diagram recognition problem, as it is straightforward to adapt
to different diagram types. Such a framework allows experts to work on different
aspects of the problem.
This can lead to more practical and application-friendly deliverables from re-
search work. For instance, our work had to start from the pixels up, because there
was no ready made tool which could supply a representation of the information
contained in the diagram.
Previous work on diagram recognition for assistive technologies was often ham-
pered by not having an abstract meaning for the symbols. Our research framework
removes that problem, as the output of our system enables applications and tools to
be built based on the interpretation/meaning of the symbols in the diagram. Hence,
it provides the synergy that combines diverse existing techniques and approaches.
Our final conclusion is that a real-world practical automatic recognition system
for node-link diagrams is possible, and moreover, we also showed how our solution
provides a generalized approach that can be applicable to many other types of
diagrams (both at the structural and the semantic levels of recognition).
7.1 Future work
A first obvious route for future work is to implement a full working prototype of
our proof of concept system. This would involve, as a first step, the automatic
extraction of a diagram from a printed page.
Some limitations earlier mentioned affects the lexical analysis (structural recog-
nition) phase of the system. Therefore our lexical analysis must be improved,
particularly as far as intersecting lines and node-link separation is concerned. This
would further improve the effectiveness and value of the system since non-planar
graphs would be correctly recognized.
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An improved CMG parser has to be implemented, possibly with error-correction
added to improve the robustness of the recognition and interpretation. In the same
scope, the output of the interpretation phase has to be formalized for use in assistive
technology tools.
Furthermore, assistive technology tools can be investigated for optimal presen-
tation of node-link diagrams to the blind. In particular, the navigation of large
diagrams can be problematic, and little work has been done in this area.
Finally, it would be interesting to consider the robustness of our framework as
far as other node-link diagrams are concerned. The importance of carrying out
such work lies in the fact that graphs are being used in a large number of fields and
for wide range of purposes. For example, other Computer Science diagrams such
as entity-relationship diagrams and flowcharts can be considered, or other general
diagrams such as abstract railway route diagrams.
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